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Abstract 

The Semantic Web is the future of the Internet. It is the extension to the Internet in which 

information will be given well-defined meaning, enabling not only humans but also machines to 

find, share and combine information more easily. In the Semantic Web documents are not merely 

pages containing a set of words that form their content. They also encode the meaning and 

structure of those words. This enables various information retrieval techniques to be performed 

on the documents in addition to the ones restricted to keywords. The goal of this research is to 

explore a method for querying the Semantic Web using relational database theory and source 

transformation techniques. We take as input, documents annotated with XML mark-up and the 

information tags that we are interested in. We then extract and populate a relational view on the 

annotated XML documents using these tags and the implicit relations in the XML documents. We 

evaluate the feasibility of our system by testing on a variety of input and we also explore the 

kinds of queries that can be made on the extracted relational view. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a preface to the research work we have undertaken. It outlines the incentive 

for investing our time in this work and also describes the problem that we have attempted to 

tackle. Section 1.1 provides the motivation for our work while Section 1.2 gives details about the 

research problem. Section 1.3 outlines the contributions made by our work and Section 1.4 gives 

an overview of the entire dissertation. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Consider the manner in which query processing is performed on the World Wide Web (Web) [1] 

today. If the data embedded in the HyperText Mark-up of web pages is to be queried then special-

purpose, page-specific parsers need to be used to parse the page before any meaningful queries 

can be made on the web pages. Ad-hoc queries are limited to simple key word based searches in 

which documents are treated as pure streams of words. Data stored in databases is queried on the 

Web using form-based interfaces and the queries used are fixed parameterized queries. Most of 

the search methods today are limited due to the unstructured nature of the data on the existing 

Web. 

 

The Semantic Web [2] is an extension to the existing Web. It is a web in which information is 

given well-defined meaning and semantic relations are established between different pieces of 

data on the Web. Realization of the Semantic Web is marked with a number of challenges. A 

major challenge is that of creating efficient and high-precision methods to retrieve relevant 

information from the documents on the Semantic Web that are annotated according to different 

ontologies.  

 

Semantic mark-up [3] is the annotation of the text of documents from the World Wide Web with 

tags that approximate the ontology of the domain. Annotation of all the documents in the World 

Wide Web in this manner generates a large number of documents with a lot of semantic 

information in them. In order to make querying these documents efficient, methods are needed to 

restrict querying to only those parts of the annotated documents that are necessary. In order to 
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discipline and tame the vast amount of information that will be made available by the Semantic 

Web, there is a growing need to explore different ways of performing ontology-based information 

retrieval on such a Semantic Web. This is the motivation for conducting our research. 

 

1.2 Problem / Research Statement 

The main aim of this research is to develop an approach to deriving relational views over 

documents annotated with mark-up in Extensible Markup Language (XML) [4] format in order to 

enable efficient querying of the information in the documents using Structured Query Language 

(SQL) [5][6]. We explore the application of source transformation techniques to obtain such a 

relational view. 

 

Methods and tools that are highly efficient have already been used in the analysis of large 

amounts of text in the area of software design recovery and source transformation [7][8]. In this 

research, we intend to explore the use of such methods and tools as the basis of a new method for 

obtaining a relational view of documents with semantic markup that is in the form of XML. We 

intend to query the content of these documents using SQL.  

 

Relational database systems have become irreplaceable in the world today. Many applications are 

built on top of relational database systems and so there is a considerable investment made in these 

systems. Over the years, relational databases have proved to be very successful when it comes to 

storing and querying data. SQL is popularly used for this purpose. As compared to query 

languages for XML such as XPath [9] and XQuery [10], SQL is much more mature and well 

established. The advantages offered by this well developed technology and the advantages 

offered by relational databases can be extended to information retrieval on the Semantic Web. 

This can be achieved by extracting only the data from the Semantic Web that is necessary for 

resolving a particular problem into a relational database, and then querying it. 

  

For this, we first make explicit the implicit relationships in any XML document and then extract 

the information tags that we are interested in. The external user or application specifies these tags. 

We then create an intermediate representation for the relational view or tables from the extracted 

information. Finally the intermediate representation is transformed into corresponding SQL 
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statements to create the relational view or tables that are populated with appropriate information. 

This system is implemented using TXL [11]. It is a useful language for applications and tools that 

involve source transformation [8]. 

 

To understand the benefits of such a method, consider the following example of software 

companies and staffing agencies. The latter’s interest lies in gaining access to job listings on the 

software companies’ web pages and querying the information thus obtained. To obtain the 

information, staffing agencies would traditionally have to work their way through each 

company’s website in order to compile their own comprehensive database of job listings. 

However with the Semantic Web, by using the mark-ups available, the process of searching the 

web pages is made easier. Since the web pages may contain a large number of mark-ups, it is 

necessary to filter out all the unnecessary mark-ups and the associated information to expedite the 

searching process. In other words, it is better to populate a relational database with only the data 

associated with the necessary mark-ups because then the task of querying becomes more focussed 

and efficient. It is focussed because it extracts only the relevant information and populates a 

relational database accordingly. It is efficient, not only because it harnesses the use of SQL, a 

well-established and a mature technology, but also because the information to be searched 

through is limited. 

 

1.3 Contributions 

This research project aims to use source transformation tools and techniques to transform 

documents annotated with XML markup into SQL statements that will create a relational view for 

the information tags in which the user or application is interested. 

 

Specific contributions include: 

� An automated method to explicate implicit relationships in XML documents 

� An automated method to extract given tags as intermediate tables 

� An automated method to build an SQL database given a set of such intermediate 

extracted tables 

� A pipelined software architecture to combine the methods used for the transformation 
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1.4 Outline Of Thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

� Background information regarding the Semantic Web, XML and related technologies, 

database management systems as well as TXL will be given in Chapter 2. In addition to 

this, related work is also discussed in this chapter. 

 

� A brief overview of the implementation of our software system is provided in Chapter 3. 

This chapter also illustrates the architecture of our system and a short explanation of the 

different stages of the process is given in this chapter. 

 

� Chapter 4 gives a comprehensive explanation of the transformation process. It also 

provides details about the implementation of the software system. 

 

� Evaluation by means of different experiments is explained in Chapter 5. This chapter also 

shows the results of the experiments. 

 

� Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and touches upon its limitations and the future work that 

can be undertaken. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter, the information that is necessary to better understand the scope of this research is 

outlined. An introduction to the Semantic Web and the challenges that mark its realization are 

included in Section 2.2. In the vision of the Semantic Web, semantic-markup is done using XML. 

A brief overview of XML and related technologies is provided in Section 2.3. Our research looks 

at extracting a relational view over XML documents using source transformation techniques and 

tools. Therefore some of the main concepts of relational database theory and SQL are covered in 

Section 2.4. For the transformation we are using a tool called TXL [11], which is covered in 

Section 2.5. Finally Section 2.6 gives some details on other work that is related to what we have 

explored and implemented. 

 

2.1 Semantic Web 

The growth of the World Wide Web or Internet has been explosive in the last few years. The 

Internet is now a common source of information for many people and businesses. It is possible to 

find out information about almost everything on this network. The story of the Semantic Web 

starts with the invention of the World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee, an Oxford graduate, then a 

scientist at CERN [12]. Berners-Lee observed that the documents on the World Wide Web or the 

Internet are suitable for human consumption only. Using the information existing on the World 

Wide Web today, equipped with the understanding of the keywords to be searched, it is fairly 

easy for humans to search for and obtain the information they need. However, due to the complex 

nature of the documents on the World Wide Web and due to the inability of search engines of 

today to understand the meanings of keywords, it is very difficult for computers or machines to 

perform similar search tasks. In order to enable computers or machines to harness the large 

amount of information available on the World Wide Web, this information needs to be made 

machine-processable. Berners-Lee envisions that in the next stage of the World Wide Web, data 

available on the Internet will not only be in human-readable form but will also be machine-

readable. This vision has led to the birth of the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web is not a 

replacement for the existing World Wide Web, but is an extension to it. It is an extension in 
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which a universal medium for information exchange is created by giving semantics to the 

information or data available in the form of documents on the World Wide Web.  

 

The majority of the documents on the World Wide Web are written primarily in HyperText 

Markup Language (HTML). This language is mainly useful for describing the visual 

representation of the objects that make up the document. It is unable to classify or categorize the 

different parts of the document, especially blocks of text in the document, other than for merely 

achieving the desired visual display of the document. Another aspect of the existing Web is that 

there are pieces of information located in different documents that are related to each other in a 

number of different ways. Currently there is no way of expressing these relations and using these 

relations in a useful manner. The Semantic Web aims to overcome these issues. The Semantic 

Web also aims to make the web pages comprehensible to computers, so that newer and more 

sophisticated tasks can be performed and other tasks like searching and sorting can be done in a 

standardized manner. The architecture of the Semantic Web, put forth by the W3C, is shown in 

Figure 2.1 [13][14]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The Semantic Web Stack [15] 

 

There are three concepts and related technologies that are important for the development of the 

Semantic Web. These are: 

� Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
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XML is a technology that enables the creation of tags, that is, hidden labels that are 

useful for annotating the documents on the Web. These tags can represent the semantic 

meanings behind the different sections of text. Although XML is useful for adding 

arbitrary structure to the documents, it does not say anything about the meaning of the 

structure. 

� Resource Description Framework (RDF) [16] 

RDF represents the meaning of the structure of the documents as marked by XML. It is a 

language for representing information about resources on the Web. In RDF information is 

simply a collection of three tuples like statements with only a subject, verb and object. 

The triples of RDF form a network of information about related data. However, RDF is 

unable to relate similar concepts that have different names in different domains. 

� Ontologies [2] 

Another major component necessary for the successful implementation of the Semantic 

Web are ontologies to represent the different concepts in multiple domains and their 

inter-relations. This third component of the Semantic Web provides the mechanism to 

discover common meanings of concepts in different contexts on the Web. 

 

Although the Semantic Web seems to be very promising, its realization is marked with a number 

of challenges.  Some of these are as given below: [17] [18] 

� Development of domain ontologies 

Ontologies are an important aspect of the Semantic Web as they allow specification of 

the semantics of the content of the Semantic Web. Developing common domain 

ontologies is a social challenge due to the different perspectives for ontologies envisioned 

by experts in the same domain. Integrating these different ontologies into one huge 

common one is a major technical challenge.  

� Migration of existing Web content to Semantic Web content 

Currently very little Semantic Web content is available. One thing that is essential for the 

successful deployment of the Semantic Web is the migration of existing web content 

including HTML pages, dynamic content, as well as multimedia and web services, to 

Semantic Web content. Annotation of the existing Web content is the key to enabling this 

migration. However, annotation of the existing Web content involves the challenges of 

integrating domain ontologies and developing an annotation tool. 
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� Developing techniques for information retrieval on the Semantic Web 

If one cannot search through the Semantic Web content (annotated data) then it is useless. 

A significant effort is needed to develop methods to query the information in addition to 

organizing the Semantic Web content systematically and storing it.  

 

These challenges will need to be met successfully for a fruitful realization of the Semantic Web. 

In our research we hope to introduce a technique for information retrieval on the Semantic Web 

based on extraction of content into a relational database for querying. We want to use source 

transformation techniques because these techniques have proved to be efficient and fairly 

accurate for analysis and transformation of large amounts of text and source code. 

 

2.2 XML and Related Technologies 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) [4] is a general language created to facilitate the sharing of 

data across different systems especially across the Internet. XML originated from the 

Standardized General Markup Language (SGML), a meta-language in which one can define 

markup languages for documents. XML can be viewed as a flexible text format, which can be 

used to identify structures in a document. The XML specification [4] defines a standard way to 

add markup tags to elicit the structures in a richly structured document. XML documents contain 

markup and content. In the Semantic Web, XML plays an important role because it provides an 

effective method to markup semantic information in the documents of the Semantic Web. There 

are many other languages or technologies that were created to work with XML. The two that are 

relevant to our research are XPath and XQuery. 

2.2.1 XML Path Language (XPath) 

XPath 1.0 [9] is a language useful for finding elements in an XML document. XPath models the 

XML document as a tree of different types of nodes. It is called XPath because of its nature to use 

paths similar to URLs (Universal Resource Locators) for navigating the XML document. XPath 

uses path expressions to select nodes or sets of nodes in an XML document that satisfy the path 

expression. It also has many built-in functions for manipulation of strings, numbers and booleans. 

XPath is very easy to use and a simple expression can solve many queries and computations. 

Since XPath views the XML document as a tree of nodes, it has major drawbacks. For example, 
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in the case of large documents, XPath expressions like //abc tend to be inefficient because they 

require a search of all elements in the document to see if they contain an element abc [19]. Also, 

it is found that XPath is slow for large documents and draws heavily on resources due the tree-

like structure of its data model [20]. 

2.2.2 XML Query Language (XQuery) 

XQuery 1.0 [10] is a language developed to intelligently query XML data sources. It is built on 

XPath expressions. It shares its data model with that of XPath, that is, the XML document is 

viewed as a tree of different types of nodes. XQuery borrows the SQL-like syntax for its 

“FLWOR” expression, which consists of five clauses: FOR, LET, WHERE, ORDER BY, 

RETURN. XQuery is good for querying data expressed only as XML. It is also useful to query a 

combination of XML and relational sources. However, this is possible only if there is a way to 

view the data from the relational sources in XML form. Although XQuery has become popular in 

the recent days, it does have some disadvantages. Firstly, XQuery does not include features for 

updating XML documents or databases. Secondly, it also lacks full-text search capability. Lastly, 

the main disadvantage of XQuery is that it is an immature technology [21]. Many existing 

applications are not ready to support it. 

 

2.3 Relational Database Systems and SQL 

Relational database systems are database management systems based on the relational model first 

introduced by Edgar Codd [6]. In these systems data is stored in the form of tables and the 

relations between the data are also stored in tabular form. Relational systems today are a very 

well recognized and mature technology. Most of them include high-performance query processors 

and optimizers. The language that is understood by these relational systems is SQL [5]. SQL is a 

long established standard when it comes to relational database systems. Many developers around 

the world are well versed with SQL and most of the data repositories and applications already 

support SQL. There are several development tools available for SQL. SQL has numerous 

advantages like high-speed query execution and data retrieval, compatibility with other third-

party applications, data security, and an ability to perform operations like insert, delete, and 

updates [22]. However, relational databases have a flat structure. They do not easily support 
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hierarchy and sequence, which are the two main aspects of XML documents’ logical structure. In 

our research we attempt to overcome this drawback of relational databases. 

 

2.4 TXL 

TXL is a language used mainly for source code analysis and source transformations. It is a 

functional and rule-based language. It uses three phases when transforming input - parsing input 

into a parse tree according to a specified grammar, transformations on the parse tree using 

specified transformation rules and unparsing of the new parse tree to generate the result of the 

transformation. This is shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

Figure 2.2: The TXL process. [5] 

 

Every TXL program consists of two components. The first component is the grammar that 

defines how the input should be parsed. The second component is the set of rules and functions 

that define the transformations to be performed. The structure of a typical TXL program is shown 

in Figure 2.3. Grammar overrides are used to extend the base grammar so that the resulting output 

from the transformation can be parsed.  
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Figure 2.3: The TXL program structure. [11] 

 

Transformations are defined as a set of rules and functions that are applied to the input parse tree. 

These rules are based on a match-and-replace principle to perform the transformations. The rules 

match patterns in the input parse tree and replace them with other patterns. The patterns to be 

matched and replaced are defined by combinations of terminal and non-terminal symbols. The 

programmer defines these in the transformation rules. The transformation rules can be designed to 

repeatedly search the scope for matches of the pattern and to replace them accordingly. 

 

TXL is very useful for processing programming languages, program analysis and 

instrumentation, design recovery and architecture extraction from source, security analysis and 

prevention of buffer overflow exploits, database and document processing and many other 

applications [23][24][25][26][27][28]. 

 

2.5 Related Work 

Storing and processing XML data has been a topic of great interest for a number of years. The 

database community has looked at reusing relational database management systems (RDBMS) 

for this because of two main reasons - firstly because adaptation is easier and secondly because 

hybrid XML-relational systems can store both structured (relational) and unstructured (XML) 

data [29]. Depending on the application area, the interaction between XML and the RDBMS can 

be classified into two main categories. One is XML publishing, in which an XML view of 
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relational data is defined and queries are posed over this view. The other category is XML storage 

in which a RDBMS is used to store and query existing XML data.  

2.5.1 XML Publishing 

A number of techniques have been proposed to handle XML publishing. Their approach to 

defining the XML view of the relational data is classified as local-as-view (LAV), or global-as-

view (GAV), or both [30][31][32][33].  

 

XPERANTO [30] is a middleware system working on top of any relational database system and 

takes the “pure XML”, single query language approach. In this approach XML is used to model 

both the relational data and the relational meta-data. Therefore the users need to know only XML 

and the XML query language. An XQuery query is converted into an internal query 

representation called the XML Query Graph Model (XQGM). View composition and rewrite 

optimizations are performed to modify the XQGM and then the modified XQGM is then 

separated into two parts – a SQL query to capture the memory and data intensive processing and 

a tagger graph structure that is used to construct the XML query result. 

 

SilkRoute [31] is a relational to XML middleware system. SilkRoute differs from XPERANTO 

because it uses a declarative language called RXL to specify the mapping from the relational 

schema to the XML view. This mapping is in the form of an RXL query. The RXL query is 

decomposed into a set of optimal SQL queries over the relational data. The resulting tuples from 

the SQL queries are then tagged to generate the XML output. SilkRoute aims at publishing XML 

documents in an environment in which the middleware system has no control over the target 

RDBMS. 

 

The Agora data integration system [32] is another XML publishing system that enables querying 

of data in relational as well as tree-structured data using a global XML schema and views of the 

local data sources. This is known as the LAV (local-as-view) approach. XPERANTO and 

SilkRoute work only on relational data sources and adopt the GAV (global-as-view) approach as 
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they generate XML from the tuples. In this system the queries in XQuery are translated into SQL 

and the results are returned in XML format. 

 

MARS [33] is a system for publishing XML from mixed (relational | XML) storage. The MARS 

system combines both the LAV and GAV approaches. In MARS the input XQuery query is split 

into the navigation part and the tagging part by translating it into a set of decorrelated queries 

(XBind queries). This set of queries along with the integrity constraints on both the XML and the 

relational data are then compiled to produce relational queries and constraints. An algorithm 

called ChaseandBackChase (C&B) is then used to obtain a minimal reformulation of the 

relational queries under the relational integrity constraints. 

 

Since all the above systems publish XML data from given relational data stores, they differ from 

our work. 

2.5.2 XML Storage 

Many techniques have been studied to store and query existing XML data using a RDBMS. The 

work in this area can be typically classified into two different categories. One category includes 

the techniques that are based on using the XML schema or a DTD (Document Type Definition) 

[34][35]. The other category includes techniques that use schema-less XML documents 

[36][37][38][39][40]. Our work falls in the latter category. 

 

In the paper titled “Relational Databases for Querying XML Documents: Limitations and 

Opportunities” [34], the XML document is stored into relational tables using the corresponding 

DTD. In this work three techniques are suggested that can be used to choose a relational schema 

for an XML document based on its DTD – basic inlining, shared inlining and hybrid inlining. The 

main idea in all three is to embed all elements that have a one-to-one mapping with the parent 

element as a column in the table for the parent element. If an element has a one-to-many mapping 

with its sub-elements then a separate table is created for the sub-elements with a foreign key to 

the parent element. 
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ShreX [35] is an XML-to-relational mapping system that provides automatic document shredding 

and query translation capabilities. It is independent of the backend database system that is used. 

ShreX works by specifying the mapping using annotations in the XML schema of the input XML 

documents. The annotations specify how the individual elements and attributes in the XML 

documents are represented in the relational schema. The annotated XML schema is used to shred 

the XML documents into relational tables. A query translator is used to translate the XML queries 

to SQL queries over the relational schema. The resulting tuples are then transformed back into 

XML format. 

 

In the work undertaken by D. Florescu and D. Kossman [36], the XML document is viewed as an 

ordered and labelled directed graph in which the elements of the XML document are the nodes 

and the edges represent the element-subelement relationships. An edge-based approach is used in 

this work and it describes three different ways to map the edges of such a graph along with two 

different ways for mapping the values of the XML elements. 

  

In STORED [37], a technique to map semi-structured data to relational data is described. The 

mapping is specified in a declarative query language called STORED. The STORED mapping is 

generated automatically using data mining techniques and the queries and updates on the semi-

structured data are rewritten as those over the corresponding relational data. This method requires 

you to learn a new language. 

 

The work described in the paper “Storing and Querying Ordered XML Using a Relational 

Database System” [38] concludes that the relational data model can support XML’s ordered data 

model by using order as an additional data value in the relational schema. The paper describes 

three different ways in which order can be encoded into the relational schema and also describes 

algorithms to translate ordered XPath expressions into SQL using the three encoding methods. 
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XRel [39] is a path-based approach in which the XML documents are viewed as trees and the 

elements are stored in relational tables according to the node type and the root-to-node path 

information. In this method the XML documents are stored in a fixed relational schema.  

 

D. DeHaan, D. Toman, M. P. Consens, and M. T. Ä Ozsu suggest a novel approach to storing 

XML documents in their work [40]. In this, the XML documents are encoded using dynamic 

intervals. XQuery queries are then translated into to relational queries operating on this encoding. 

 

Our method differs from all the above in some way or the other. Firstly, we do not introduce a 

new language or concept such as in XQGM, RXL or STORED. Secondly, we avoid the storage of 

XML elements that are not relevant to an application by only storing selective elements. This 

reduces search scope and makes querying more focused. Thirdly, we use source transformation 

techniques in our approach, which has not been used in any of the above approaches. Lastly, our 

approach can be applied to any relational database system. It is therefore independent of the 

backend database system.  

2.5.3 XML Support In Major Database Vendors 

In this section a brief overview of how major database vendors support XML is provided. The 

databases covered are IBM’s DB2 Universal Database (UDB), Oracle Database 10g Release 2 

and Microsoft’s SQL Server 2005. 

1. IBM’s DB2 Universal Database [41] 

IBM’s DB2 Universal Database (UDB) has been enhanced with comprehensive native XML 

support. DB2 unifies native XML storage with relational data storage, indexing and query 

processing. The native XML support is known as ‘pureXML’ support. DB2 also provides an 

XML Schema repository (XSR) to maintain XML schemas that can be used to validate the XML 

documents. Schema validation is optional and may be performed on a per-document basis. The 

DB2 server uses a SAX (Simple API for XML) parser to check that incoming documents are 

well-formed and to perform optional validation. 
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For native XML support, DB2 introduces a new data type - the XML data type that can be used in 

CREATE TABLE statements to define one or more columns of type XML. Relational tables can 

contain any combination of XML columns and relational columns. Each column of type XML 

can hold one well-formed XML document for every row of the table. In DB2 the relational 

columns are stored in traditional row structures, while the XML data is stored in hierarchical 

structures. The text-search capabilities of DB2 have been extended to work with the new XML 

column type. 

 

In DB2, querying of XML data is done using two languages - XQuery and SQL/XML. DB2 also 

provides a decomposition product that maps XML data into relational tables. The decomposition 

process uses annotations inside the XML Schema, similar to schema-annotated mappings in 

Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle. These annotations are added to the schema by the user and 

describe the mapping of XML elements and attributes to tables and columns. DB2 automates the 

decomposition process by using the annotated schema as input. 

 

Thus IBM’s DB2 UDB provides a hybrid solution that integrates native XML and XQuery with 

relational data and SQL. 

 

2. Oracle Database 10g Release 2 [42] 

Oracle provides native XML storage and retrieval support through its feature called Oracle XML 

DB. This feature was first introduced in Oracle Database 9i Release 2. The two main components 

of Oracle XML DB are the XMLType Storage and the Oracle XML DB Repository. XMLType is 

a new data type that has been introduced. It allows the database to create a column or table that 

will contain XML.  

 

The XMLType Storage in Oracle XML DB consists of XMLType tables and views. Oracle XML 

DB supports both schema-based and schema-less XML storage. When XML schemas are 

registered with Oracle XML DB, a set of default tables are created and used to store XML 

instance documents associated with the schema. These can be accessed and viewed in Oracle 
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XML DB Repository. XMLType tables can be stored as Character Large Objects (CLOBs) or as 

a set of objects.  

 

The second important component of Oracle XML DB is the Oracle XML DB Repository. This 

component is optimized for handling all kinds of data including XML data. It contains resources 

in the form of files and folders (directories, containers). The resources can be accessed in three 

ways. These are: 

� Using SQL, through views RESOURCE_VIEW and PATH_VIEW 

� Using PL/SQL, through the DBXML_XDB API 

� Using Java, through the Oracle XML DB resource API for Java 

� Oracle XML DB also provides a number of XML-specific methods that can operate on 

XMLType objects. 

 

Thus, with Oracle XML DB you can get the all the advantages of relational database technology 

along with the advantages of XML. 

 

3. Microsoft’s SQL Server 2005 [43] 

Microsoft’s SQL Server 2005 extends the XML support provided by Microsoft’s SQL Server 

2000. In SQL Server 2000, XML support is provided at both the server as well as the client side.  

 

At the server side, this support is in the form of “FOR XML” clause in the SELECT statement 

that can be used to generate XML data from the tables and query results. The converse 

functionality is rendered by a relational rowset generator function called OpenXML, which 

extracts values from XML into different fields of a rowset by evaluating XPath expressions. 

 

At the client side XML support is provided through SQLXML, which enables you to create an 

XML view that is a bi-directional mapping of an XML schema to relational tables. This XML 

view allows you to work with your existing relational data as if it were an XML document. It also 
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enables you to convert XML data into relational data and load it into an existing SQL Server 

database. 

 

SQL Server 2005 extends the XML support described above and also provides native XML 

support. A new data type called XML is introduced that can appear in the relational table as an 

additional column. The XML values are stored as large binary objects (BLOBs). An XML data 

type can be “typed” or “untyped”. The “typed” XML data type is one that conforms to an XML 

schema. SQL Server 2005 provides support for XML schema through XML schema collections. 

Built-in methods on the XML data type are provided to query and modify the XML data.  

 

Thus using SQL Server 2005, the user is able to store both relational and XML data within the 

same database. 

2.5.4 CERNO, University Of Trento 

The research we have undertaken is based on some past work accomplished at the University of 

Trento, Italy. In this work, software design recovery techniques have been applied to the common 

task of semantic markup of documents [2]. The process consists of three steps – parsing, markup 

and mapping. The parsing step is the one in which a context-free grammar is used to obtain a 

structure parse of the document under consideration. The markup step involves an initial semantic 

markup of the document using a wordlist file that contains both positive and negative indicators 

for semantic categories. The wordlist is obtained from the ontology for that semantic domain. The 

text is marked up using XML tags. The mapping step is the last in which the XML marked-up 

text is used to populate a relational database according to a schema approximating the ontology 

for the domain. This schema is obtained manually from the ontology of the domain. This method 

of semantic mark-up is lightweight and proves to be fairly accurate. Figure 2.2 shows part of the 

results obtained after lightweight semantic markup of documents containing advertisements for 

accommodation in Rome drawn from an online newspaper. 
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Figure 2.4: Example to illustrate lightweight semantic markup 
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Chapter 3 

The System: Architectural Overview 

The objective of our work is to develop an approach to construct relational views over documents 

annotated with mark-up in XML format in order to enable querying of the information in the 

documents using SQL. The motivation for this work was to research different ways of performing 

focussed information retrieval on the next generation of the World Wide Web - the Semantic 

Web. We have used source transformation techniques to obtain a relational view over given XML 

data. This chapter provides a general overview of the implementation of the software system that 

has been used for the transformation. A brief overview of the architecture of the system is given 

in section 3.1. This is followed by an overview of the steps taken in the transformation process in 

section 3.2. Finally, section 3.3 summarizes the chapter. 

 

3.1 Architecture Of The System 

The architecture of the software system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The system diagram gives an 

overview of the transformation that is implemented in TXL. Each block shaded grey in the 

system diagram shown in Figure 3.1 corresponds to a source transformation program. Depending 

on the platform on which the program is run, the complete TXL transformation is run using a 

batch file or a shell script. The input given to the software system must be an XML document and 

a set of tags in which the application or user is interested. The XML document that is provided as 

input should be one that does not contain a Document Type Definition (DTD) and should be well-

formed. A well-formed XML document for the purpose of our software system is one that is 

made up of elements that consist of a start tag, some tag content and an end tag. There should be 

no incomplete tags. The software takes the input and applies the different transformations on it to 

deliver output in the form of a set of SQL statements. The set of SQL statements when run on a 

database server create and populate relational tables. User queries can then be run on these tables 

to obtain other information. 
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Figure 3.1: System Diagram 
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The system diagram shows that the architecture of our system is modular. Each different module 

can also be used independently. The system diagram also shows that, if multiple processors are 

available, our system can take advantage of parallel processing. The modules called ‘Contain 

Relation Explicator’, ‘Sequence Relation Explicator’ and ‘Get Interesting Tags’ (one with 

‘Interesting Tags’ as input) can be run in parallel before the ‘Generate Intermediate 

Representation’ block combines their outputs. 

 

3.2 Overview of The Transformation 

The entire process is broken down into five different stages. These five stages are shown in 

Figure 3.1. Source transformations are used in each stage.  

 

In the first stage the input XML file is pre-processed. In this stage all the XML tags in the input 

file are marked with unique identifiers. The output of this stage is then used as input in the next 

stages.  

 

Elements in an XML document have certain inherent relationships. Specifically, these are the 

containment relationship and the sequence relationship. The containment relationship is seen in 

the nesting of the XML tags and the sequence relationship is seen in the document order, that is, 

the order in which the different XML tags appear in the document. The second stage of our 

process makes these implicit relationships explicit. More details about this are given in chapter 4.  

 

The third stage is the stage in which the tags of interest are extracted. Information to keep a track 

of the implicit relationships is also extracted in this stage. Chapter 4 explains in detail how this is 

done. 

 

In the fourth stage, an intermediate representation of the relational schema and data is generated 

from the information extracted in the third stage. This intermediate representation is also in XML 

format. 

 

SQL statements that can realize the relational schema and data are generated in the fifth stage. 

This is the last stage. The SQL statements can then be used to create and populate relational 
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tables in an existing or new database. Currently the SQL statements generated are suitable for 

MySQL v5.0.41 database server. 

 

For example, if input is the XML data shown in Figure 3.2 and the tags that are interesting are 

‘type’, ‘location’ and ‘price’, then the resulting output of the software system would be as shown 

in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Input XML data 
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Figure 3.3: Output SQL Statements for interesting tags ‘type’, ‘location’ and ‘price’ 

 

3.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have seen a high-level view of the software system used in our research. The 

implementation of the software system is done using TXL. The next chapter contains an elaborate 

description of the different stages and also describes the implementation details. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation Of The Transformation Process 

This chapter provides details about the different steps taken in the transformation process for 

obtaining a relational view over XML data. The transformation is broken down into five different 

stages. An overview of the stages is given in Section 4.1. The description of each stage along with 

the implementation detail is given in section 4.2. Finally, section 4.3 summarizes the 

transformation process. 

 

4.1 Overview of The Transformation Stages 

The transformation process consists of five stages that are illustrated in Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3. 

The stages are: 

� Marking the tags with unique identifiers,  

� Treating implicit relationships,  

� Desired tag extraction,  

� Generation of intermediate representation and  

� Generation of SQL statements.  

 

Our transformation process makes use of the divide-and-conquer algorithm design paradigm. In 

this paradigm a given problem is broken down into smaller sub-problems and the sub-problems 

are first solved. The solutions to the sub-problems are then put together to produce the solution to 

the given problem. Accordingly, our transformation process is broken down into five separate 

stages and the outputs from the individual stages are used to obtain the final output. A source 

transformation program is associated with each stage. Our system is implemented using TXL - 

FreeTXL version 10.4e [4]. 

 

4.2 Language Grammars 

An important aspect of programming source transformation projects is that grammars have to be 

defined for the languages of the input data as well as the output data of the transformation. TXL 
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is well suited for defining grammars. The input of our system is a well-formed XML document or 

a list of XML tags while the output is a sequence of SQL statements that can be executed on a 

database server. Thus for our system we define two grammars – one for the XML input and the 

other for the SQL output. An excerpt of the TXL grammar for XML is shown in Figure 4.1 and 

an excerpt of the TXL grammar for SQL is shown in Figure 4.2. The entire TXL grammars may 

be found in Appendix A. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Part of the TXL grammar for XML data 

The TXL grammar that is used to parse the XML input is shown in this figure. The input data is parsed 
into tokens that are defined in the TXL grammar. In this figure ‘element’, ‘tag_content’, ‘content’, 

‘sub_content’ are all non-terminals defined in the grammar. By convention the non-terminal [program] 
is the goal symbol, that is, the type as which the entire input must be parsed. 
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Figure 4.2: Part of the grammar for the SQL statements 

The TXL grammar that is used to parse the SQL output is shown in this figure. The SQL 
statements are formed using the tokens that are defined here such as ‘tableDefinition’, 
‘tableAttrDefinition’, ‘primaryKeyDefinition’, ‘foreignKey’, ‘insertStatement’, etc.  

 

Grammar overrides are used in many of our transformation rules to bridge the output of one stage 

to the input of the next. A grammar override is used to extend the language defined by the base 

grammar for specific tasks. Grammar overrides can be used to perform certain tasks more 

efficiently. An example of a TXL grammar override is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Example of grammar overrides in TXL. 

In TXL, previously defined non-terminals can be overridden using the ‘redefine’ statement. For example, in 
this figure the non-terminals for ‘element’ and ‘program’ (previously defined in Figure 4.1) are overridden 

to include a repetition of XML tags that match the ‘interesting_element’ non-terminal. 
 

4.3 Detailed Description Of The Stages 

This section provides a detailed explanation of each stage in the transformation process. A 

description of what is accomplished in each stage is given along with the corresponding input and 

output for the stage. An explanation of how the different source transformations are implemented 

in TXL is also provided. The source code for the transformations can be found in Appendix B. In 

our explanation we will consider the input shown in Figure 3.2 as an example. The input is shown 

once again in Figure 4.4. The desired tags are ‘type’, ‘location’ and ‘price’.  

4.3.1 Stage 1 – Marking Unique Identifiers 

This is the very first stage of the transformation process. In order to be able to distinguish 

between the tags in the input XML document it is necessary to identify each tag uniquely. In this 

stage, the input file is run through a transformation program and all tags are identified. A unique 

identifier is associated with each tag in the form of an attribute in the XML tag. For example 

consider the input XML data shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Sample input data 

 

After identifying each tag, the output of this stage is as shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Input data with all tags marked with a “tagId” 

 

The “tagId” attribute is used to exclusively identify each tag. The value of this attribute is 

uniquely derived from the tag name itself. The identifier is created by appending a unique number 

to the tag name. The resulting file is then used as input to the next stage. 

4.3.1.1 Implementation 

The transformation rule for marking the tags present in the input with unique identifiers is shown 

in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Rule to mark the tags with unique identifiers 

In this program, every ‘element’ in the input is deconstructed to obtain the tag name. The tag name is then 
used to form the unique identifier using the ‘!’ operator in TXL. Each element found is then replaced by the 

same tag but with a new attribute that has the unique identifier as its value. 
 

In this rule every element that has a start tag, some content and an end tag is matched and it is 

replaced by the same element with an additional attribute. The additional attribute is the ‘tagId’ 

attribute and its value is the unique identifier for the tag. In Figure 4.6, the following TXL 

construct is seen: 

construct UniqueTagId [id] 

 Tag [!] 

This is used for creating the unique identifier. The “!” operator in TXL creates a unique identifier 

from its operand by appending a unique number to the text of the operand. 
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4.3.2 Stage 2 – Treating Implicit Relationships 

The structure of an XML document conveys semantics. These semantics of the document 

structure can be deduced from the inherent relationships between the different XML elements in 

the document. Once all the tags are uniquely identified, the next step is to make these inherent 

relationships obvious. The first relationship that can be seen is that of containment which is 

hidden in the nesting of XML elements. The second is that of document order which is hidden in 

the sequencing of the XML elements. 

 

In this stage we use the technique of exploding the input with artifacts that will make identifying 

these implicit relationships possible. The artifacts we use are additional XML tags. By 

introducing new tags into the XML document we explicate the inherent relationships. 

4.3.2.1 The Containment Relationship 

Let us consider the first type of relationship, that is, the containment relationship. In XML, 

hierarchy is achieved by nesting tags inside each other. This hierarchy is implied by the 

containment relationship. The XML document can be viewed as a tree and so every tag in the 

XML document, except the root tag, can be viewed as a child tag that has a parent tag associated 

with it. To specify these parent-child relationships we annotate the input with additional XML 

tags. For example, consider the input data shown in Figure 4.5. 

Upon identifying the containment relationship amongst the tags, the input is transformed into 

another XML document. The output corresponding to input shown in Figure 4.5 is shown in 

Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Data after containment relationship has been made explicit 

 

Every tag that is nested inside another tag is enclosed in a new tag that is the containment 

explicator tag. This new tag has two attributes. The first attribute indicates the identifier of the 

nested tag, that is, the child tag. The second attribute contains the identifier of the parent tag, that 

is, the identifier of the tag in which the child tag is nested. 

4.3.2.2 Implementation of Containment Relationship 

When identifying the containment relationship, the XML document is searched for all matches to 

the following pattern: 

 

<Parent-Tag Parent-Attributes>  

Child Tag 1 

Child Tag 2 

Child Tag 3 
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… 

</Parent-Tag> 

 

For every such pattern matched, we enclose each of the child tags in new tags with attributes to 

indicate the parent tag’s id and the child tag’s id. This new tag is called “contained_elem”. This 

pattern is replaced by the following pattern: 

 

<Parent-Tag Parent-Attributes> 

 <contained_elem parentId=”ParentTagId” childId=”childTagId1”> 

  Child Tag 1 

 </contained_elem> 

 <contained_elem parentId=”ParentTagId” childId=”childTagId2”> 

  Child Tag 2 

 </contained_elem> 

 <contained_elem parentId=”ParentTagId” childId=”childTagId3”> 

  ChildTag 3 

 </contained_elem> 

 … 

</Parent-Tag> 

 

The function in the TXL program that encloses each child element in a new tag is shown in 

Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: TXL function that adds a new tag to indicate containment 

This TXL function operates on all the child tags of a parent tag, which is identified by the function’s 

parameter – ParentId. In this function, every child tag found is replaced by a new child tag, which is the 

containment explicator tag. This new child tag encloses the original child tag. 

 

4.3.2.3 The Sequence Relationship 

The other implicit relationship between tags in an XML document is that of document order. The 

order or sequence in which the tags appear at each level in the document hierarchy plays an 

important role in understanding the data in the XML document. Similar to the way the 

containment relationship was explicated, this sequence relationship is also made explicit by 

exploding the input with additional XML tags, the sequence explicator tags. For example, the 

input data shown in Figure 4.5 is transformed into the output shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Data after sequence relationship has been made explicit 

 

In this stage, every tag in enclosed in a sequence explicator tag, which has two attributes - one to 

indicate the sequence number and the other to indicate the corresponding tag.  

 

The “numInSeq” attribute contains the sequence number in the document order for the enclosed 

tag. Sequencing can be done in a couple of ways for an XML document. In the first way, every 

new tag seen in the document as you read the document from left to right and top to bottom is 

given a sequence number that increases in a consecutive manner. This is absolute sequencing. 

The other method of sequencing is one that takes into account the tree-structured nature of XML 

documents. It is hierarchical sequencing. In this thesis absolute sequencing is used at every level 

in the document tree. We use absolute sequencing in our work because then the resulting relation 

is simplified and contains only one column that indicates the sequence.  
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The “elemId” attribute contains the unique tag identifier of the enclosed tag element. This 

attribute is needed so that the sequence explicator tag itself can indicate which tag appears in 

what sequence order in the document.  

4.3.2.4 Implementation of Sequence Relationship 

To keep a track of where each element appears in the document order, we identify each element 

and enclose it within a new tag that has its own attributes. These attributes indicate the enclosed 

element’s position in the sequence of all elements and thus stores document order. The input is 

scanned for a simple pattern match as shown below: 

 

<Tag Tag-Attributes> 

 Tag-Content 

</Tag> 

 

Each pattern match is replaced by the following: 

 

<sequence_elem "numInSeq=NumberInSeq" "elemId=TagIdentifier" >  

 <Tag Tag-Attributes> 

  Tag-Content 

 </Tag> 

</sequence_elem> 

 

The sequence number value is incremented every time a pattern match is found. The TXL rule 

that does this replacement is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: TXL rule that marks up the sequences in an input XML document 

This TXL function takes every tag element in the input and replaces it by a new tag, which is the sequence 

explicator tag. The function imports the sequence number and uses that value in the attribute of the new 

tag. The original tag is enclosed in the new sequence explicator tag. 

 

With these two implicit relationships explicitly identified it is possible to extract them as relations 

in a relational schema. It is important to extract these into the relational schema because the 

manner in which tags are contained in each other and the order in which they appear in a 

document suggests semantics of the document structure. For example, consider that we have an 

input document that contains health records of patients and the surgeries they have had in XML 

form. The containment relationship is used in these documents to associate a surgical procedure 

with a particular patient by nesting the tag related to the surgical procedure in the tag related to 

the patient. The sequencing relation within the tag related to the surgical procedure indicates the 

order in which the steps were taken to perform the surgical procedure. Once these implicit 
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relationships are extracted into relations, queries like finding out the second step in the surgical 

procedure for a particular patient can be answered. 

 

Once the tags in an XML document have been uniquely identified and the inherent relationships 

present in the document have also been identified, the process moves into the next stage. 

4.3.3 Stage 3 – Tag Extraction 

In this stage only the data associated with the desired tags are extracted, thus reducing the search 

scope when querying the relational view on the input XML data. A simple scan of the input 

document is made and pattern matching is used to identify the interesting tags. Interesting tags are 

defined as the desired tags, that is, those that are relevant to the search, along with the tags that 

identify the implicit relationships. For our system, an external user or application provides the set 

of tags that are to be searched, that is, the desired tags. Each interesting tag is extracted into a 

separate file. Figure 4.11 shows snippets of the files for the extracted “type”, “price” and 

“location” tags for the input shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Data snippet from the tag files for extracted tags “type”, “price” and “location” from 

input shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Along with the tags specified by the user or the external application, some additional tags also 

need to be extracted into separate files. These are the tags that are required to identify the 

containment and sequencing relationships and ones that are needed to maintain the referential 

integrity in the relational schema. Figure 4.12 shows the contents of the file corresponding to 
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extracted ‘contained_elem’ tags. Figure 4.13 shows the contents of the file corresponding to 

extracted ‘sequence_elem’ tags. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Data snippet from the file for extracted tag ‘contained_elem’. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Data snippet from the file for extracted tag ‘sequence_elem’. 

 

The set of extracted tags produced by this step is then fed as input to the next stage in the form of 

temporary files. 

4.3.3.1 Implementation 

When looking for specific tags, we use the agile parsing paradigm. This paradigm is typically 

used in programming for software comprehension systems [44]. In agile parsing, the resultant 

grammar used is made up of the standard base grammar for the input and a set of explicit 

grammar overrides. This resultant grammar provides a parse of the input that is more convenient 

or efficient for accomplishing the transformation or analysis task at hand. TXL is well suited for 

agile parsing and this technique makes extraction of specific tags very simple. 

 

A new non-terminal is introduced as a grammar override for marking out the elements in the 

input that are interesting. For each specific tag, the input is scanned for a pattern match of the 

following nature: 

 

<Specific-Tag-Name Tag-Attributes> 
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 Tag Content 

</Specific-Tag-Name> 

 

All tags that match are marked as interesting elements using grammar overrides. The TXL 

grammar override for this is shown in Figure 4.3. The interesting elements are cleaned to remove 

any other nested tags and are then output to a temporary file. This process is repeated for each tag 

that is to be searched for, that is, each desired tag. It is also repeated for the containment and 

sequence explicator tags marked in the second stage. The rule that transforms matching tags to 

interesting elements is shown in Figure 4.14. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: TXL rule to transform tags matching passed tag name to interesting elements 

This TXL function takes a tag name as a parameter and looks for all the tags in the input that match this tag 

name. All the matching tags found are replaced by the same tag, but the replacement is marked to be of 

type ‘interesting_element’. 

 

The output of this stage includes one file for each of the extracted tags. These files are then 

passed on as input to the next stage. 

4.3.4 Stage 4 – Generation of Intermediate Representation 

In order to obtain SQL statements that realize the relational schema over the XML document, we 

need to first transform the extracted tags to an intermediate format. This intermediate format is 

also in XML.  
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In the relational schema that we generate, every interesting tag becomes a relation on its own and 

each attribute of the tag becomes a column in that relation. This includes relations extracted for 

the containment and sequence explicator tags. A separate relation called the ‘table_elems’ 

relation that contains the identifiers of all the tags and the table to which they belong is also 

created. This relation is created in order to maintain the referential integrity in the relational 

schema. It ensures that only the tags that are present in the input document appear in the relations 

corresponding to the containment and sequence explicator tags. 

 

As an example, consider the extracted tags shown in figure 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. The extracted 

tags are ‘type’, ‘price’, ‘location’, ‘table_elems’, ‘contained_elem’ and ‘sequence_elem’. The 

intermediate representation of the relational schema and the relational data corresponding to the 

extracted tags are shown in Figure 4.15.  
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Figure 4.15: Intermediate representation of the relational schema in XML format for the extracted 

tags shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. 
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The intermediate representation is in XML. XML was chosen to keep both the input and output in 

the same language. This makes the task of source transformation easier because the same XML 

grammar can be used to parse both the input and output.  

 

The schema and data for all the tables is enclosed in an outermost root tag called “database”. 

Within this tag, the “table_structure” tag contains the representation for the relational table 

schema. The “table_data” tag contains details of the data for the individual rows in each relational 

table. The general structure of the intermediate representation for the relational schema is shown 

in Figure 4.16.  

 

 

Figure 4.16: General format of the intermediate database representation 
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4.3.4.1 Implementation 

Typically in source transformation programs, the input language is first converted to an 

intermediate form and this intermediate form is then converted to the output language. In 

accordance with this technique, before generating the SQL statements an intermediate 

representation for the relational schema and the relational data is created. This is created using the 

matched tags’ files generated in the earlier stages of the transformation process. 

 

We generate a simplified schema in our system. In this schema every desired tag becomes a 

relation, that is a table, in the relational schema. This table has a minimum of two fields, one to 

store the tag identifiers and the other to store the tag content. Every other attribute of the extracted 

tag becomes an additional field in the relational table. The schema for each desired tag is as given 

below: 

TagName(  

tagId,  

tag_content,  

Other attributes as other fields, 

primary key: tagId) 

 

The other relations present in the schema are those that maintain referential integrity and those 

that are necessary to record the implicit relationships in the XML document, namely containment 

and sequencing. The schema for these tables is given below: 

table_elems( 

tableName,  

tagId,  

primary_key: tagId 

) 

contained_elem( 

parentTagId,  

childTagId,  

primary_key: parentTagId, childTagId 

foreign_key: parentTagId on table_elems(tagId) and childTagId on 

table_elems(tagId) 
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) 

sequence_elem( 

numberInSequence,  

elementId,  

primary_key: elementId,  

foreign_key: table_elems(tagId) 

) 

 

The method for generating the intermediate representation is the same for the desired tags, the 

tags that maintain referential integrity and the tags that record the implicit relationships. Each file 

corresponding to an extracted tag is read. In our database schema, every extracted tag becomes a 

relational table. Attributes of all the tags in the considered file are obtained. Each attribute 

becomes a field in the relational table created for the corresponding extracted tag. An 

intermediate representation for the relational table and all its fields is generated in this stage. The 

‘table_structure’ tags in Figure 4.15 are examples of the intermediate representation for the 

relational table schema. 

 

The intermediate representation for the data in the relational tables is also obtained in a similar 

manner. Each file corresponding to an extracted tag that has been read is considered. Every tag in 

this file corresponds to a row in the relational table for that tag. This relational data has an 

intermediate representation. The ‘table_data’ tags in Figure 4.15 are examples of the intermediate 

representation for the relational table data. 

 

The rule that converts each tag to intermediate representation for the rows in the relational table is 

shown in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17: TXL rule to convert each tag to the intermediate representation for a row in the 

relational table 

In this TXL rule, every tag element found is deconstructed to obtain the tag attributes. Each attribute’s 

value becomes the data in the corresponding field of the relational table. The ‘tag_content’ field is created 

only for the relations corresponding to the desired tags. All the fields and their data are then enclosed in 

<row></row> tags. 

 

The XML data that is the intermediate representation for the relational table schema and the 

corresponding relational table data becomes the input for the next stage. 

4.3.5 Stage 5 – Generation of SQL Statements 

The last stage of the transformation process is one in which the SQL statements are actually 

generated. These statements, when run on a database server, create and populate a relational 

schema, which can be queried using SQL. An SQL CREATE statement is generated for all the 

<table_structure> tags. The <field> tags in this tag specify the names of the columns of the table. 

Consider the <table_structure> tags shown in the data shown in Figure 4.15. This figure shows 

the XML representation for the table for the tags ‘type’, ‘price’ and ‘location’. These are the 

desired tags extracted from the input document. It also shows the XML representation for the 

relational tables corresponding to the ‘table_elems’, ‘contained_elem’ and ‘sequence_elem’ tags. 

These are the tags that store the implicit relationships identified in the third stage. 
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To realize the relational tables corresponding to the <table_structure> tags in Figure 4.15 we need 

to execute the SQL statements shown in Figure 4.18. 

 

 

Figure 4.18: SQL CREATE statements for <table_structure> tags shown in Figure 4.15 

 

After creating the relational tables it is necessary to populate them with relevant data. The data 

contained in the attribute fields are the values of the attributes. Consider the ‘type’ tags shown in 

Figure 4.19. These are extracted from the input shown in Figure 4.4. The corresponding 

intermediate representation is shown in Figure 4.20.  

 

 

Figure 4.19: All the ‘type’ tags from the input shown in Figure 4.4 
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Figure 4.20: Intermediate representation for table data for “type” tag 

 

Each row tag is transformed to an SQL INSERT statement. The resulting set of SQL INSERT 

statements created is shown in Figure 4.21. 

 

 

Figure 4.21: SQL INSERT statements for data shown in Figure 4.20 

 

4.3.5.1 Implementation 

The intermediate representation of the database in XML format is the input to the program that 

generates SQL statements. This program parses the input document and generates both SQL 

CREATE and INSERT statements that are needed to realize the relational schema and data.  

 

The “table_structure” tags in the intermediate representation contains the information required to 

generate the CREATE statements. When forming the SQL CREATE statements, the data types of 

the individual table fields are hard coded to be variable character type. The only exception to this 
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is the field that store the tag’s content, which is defined to be of type that can store a large amount 

of text. In MySQL this type is known as TEXT. 

 

To generate SQL INSERT statements, the intermediate representation is scanned to find all the 

‘table_data’ tags. Each of these tags contains row-by-row data for each table in the relational 

schema. Figure 4.22 shows the TXL function that creates an SQL INSERT statement. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: TXL function to create an SQL INSERT statement 

The TXL function shown here deconstructs the ‘Row’ parameter to obtain the different fields of the row. 

Each field and its value, which are both in XML form, are transformed into a form suitable for the SQL 

INSERT statement. The SQL INSERT statement is then appended to the end of the input in the function 

scope by replacing nothing by the newly formed SQL statement. 

 

The SQL CREATE and the SQL INSERT statements generated in this last and final stage can be 

run on a database server to build the database that realizes a relational view over the input XML 

document. The relational view thus obtained is a focussed view as it only includes the XML tags, 

in which the user or external application is interested. 
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4.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have covered the entire transformation process for obtaining a relational view 

over input XML document that is limited to the search tags specified by a user or an external 

application. Every stage in the transformation process was described in detail and the 

corresponding implementation was also explained. In the next chapter we will see how this 

software system performed on sample input data. 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluation Of The Approach 

In this chapter we discuss how we tested our transformation approach. Section 5.1 describes the 

goals of the experiment while section 5.2 elaborates on the results obtained when our 

transformation system was applied to different input data. In section 5.2, we also show the 

outcomes of different queries on the relational schema obtained by our transformation system. 

Section 5.3 summarizes the chapter. 

 

5.1 Goals Of The Experiment 

Ours is a proof of concept type of evaluation with two main goals. The first is to test the 

feasibility of the approach in terms of creating relational views of XML documents. The second 

goal is to see what kinds of queries could be posed on the relational data that we extract from the 

input XML documents. 

5.1.1 Feasibility Of The Approach 

The first goal of our evaluation is to try to see if source transformation techniques can be used to 

process XML data and obtain a relational view on it for querying using SQL. At the same time, 

we want to constrain the relational view obtained by limiting the XML tags that are to be 

included. An external user or application would specify these tags constraints. This enables 

queries to be more focused and thereby makes the querying process more efficient. 
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5.1.2 Executing Different Kinds Of Queries 

The second goal of our evaluation is to test different kinds of queries on the relational view that 

we derive on the input XML document. After studying the usage scenarios for XQuery put forth 

by W3C [45], it was observed that an XML document has many features. The main features are 

that XML documents are made up text and they contain information, they are tree-structured in 

nature and they have an inherent document order. We classify the possible queries based on the 

features of an XML document they use and define four categories. 

� Type 1 - Queries that illustrate information gathered from the XML document 

� Type 2 - Queries based on the tree-structured nature of the XML document 

� Type 3 - Queries based on the document order of the XML document 

� Type 4 - Queries that search text in XML document elements 

5.1.2.1 Type 1 - Queries that illustrate information gathered from the XML 

document 

These are queries that gather data from the relational view that give information about the 

contents of the input XML document. For example, find all ‘x’ tag elements and ‘y’ tag elements 

from the input XML document. 

5.1.2.2 Type 2 - Queries based on the tree-structured nature of the XML document 

XML documents have a flexible structure and so the ways in which the tag elements are nested is 

usually quite important. The queries in this category use nesting to establish a relationship 

amongst the data that is to be retrieved by the queries. For example, find out all ‘x’ tag elements 

that are contained in ‘y’ tag elements. 
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5.1.2.3 Type 3 - Queries based on the document order of the XML document 

Just as the way in which XML tag elements are nested in an XML document is important, the 

ways in which the tag elements in an XML document are ordered is also usually important. This 

category includes queries that take into consideration the order in which the tag elements appear 

in the input document. For example, find out all ‘x’ tag elements that follow a ‘y’ tag element. 

5.1.2.4 Type 4 - Queries that search text in the XML document elements 

These are queries that involve string searching and matching in the elements of the XML 

document. For example, find out all ‘x’ tag elements that contain the string “abc” 

 

In the experimental evaluation we will see some concrete examples of queries from all four 

categories. Queries may belong to more than one of the categories described above. 

5.1.3 Test Data 

We applied our software system on a number of document sets with varying schema and markup. 

In each case, we show that our two goals are met by creating a relational view and then executing 

sample queries on that view. We use the output files from the work undertaken as part of the 

CERNO project at the University of Trento. We also test our approach on standard sets of XML 

files that are generally available. Section 5.2 shows the outcome of our tests on the CERNO 

output while Section 5.3 shows the outcome of the tests on the standard XML sample files. 

 

5.2 CERNO Output 

CERNO [2] is a semi-automatic annotation tool. This tool is used to annotate different text 

documents using a lightweight pattern-matching approach. The result from the CERNO tool is 
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typically a set of XML documents that are marked up with various tags that indicate semantics of 

the contents of the XML tag. We use the results of the CERNO tool applied to advertisements, 

research papers (Biblio), legal documents (HIPPA) and tourist boards. 

5.2.1 Advertisements 

Online advertisements for accommodation for some cities in Europe were annotated using 

CERNO and the results were used as input to our software system. Let us consider the annotated 

document for advertisements in Rome, Italy. Figure 5.1 shows an extract of the document. 

 

Figure 5.1: Extract of the annotated document for online advertisements in Rome 

5.2.1.1 Create Relational View 

Let us consider that the tags we are interested in are ‘ad’, ‘location’, ‘contact’, ‘facility’, ‘price’ 

and ‘type’. We use our software system on the input shown in Figure 5.1 to get the output shown 

in Figures 5.2. Only a snippet of the output is shown in both figures. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the 
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SQL CREATE statements generated for the relational schema and Figure 5.2 (b) shows the SQL 

INSERT statements needed to populate the relational schema. 

 

 

(a) SQL CREATE statements for realizing the relational schema 
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(b) INSERT statements for populating the relational schema 

Figure 5.2: SQL statements generated for the extracted tags ‘ad’, ‘location’, ‘contact’, ‘facility’, 

‘price’ and ‘type’ 

5.2.1.2 Example Queries 

We executed the following queries on the relational view created for this case. 

1. Query 1 

Find all the advertisements for accommodation. This query indicates that we need to extract the 

‘ad’ tag elements from the input document and retrieve their contents. 

The SQL query and the results are shown in Figure 5.3. This query falls under category “Type 1” 

described in section 5.1. Type 1 queries are those that retrieve information from the input 

document. 
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(a) SQL query to find all advertisements 

 

(b) Result of the query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.3: SQL query to find all advertisements and the query results 

 

2. Query 2 

Find all the accommodations that are of apartment type. This query indicates that we need to find 

all the ‘type’ tag elements that contain the string “apartment’. 

The SQL query and the results are shown in Figure 5.4. This query falls under ‘Type 4’ because it 

uses string searching and matching as described in section 5.1. 
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(a) SQL query to find all ‘type’ tag elements that contain the string “apartment” 

 

(b) Results of the query  shown in (a) 

Figure 5.4: SQL query and result to find all accommodations of apartment type 

5.2.2 Biblio 

Biblio is a collection of documents obtained after running the CERNO annotation tool on 

research papers. An extract of one of the documents is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Input extract for annotated research papers 

5.2.2.1 Create Relational View 

Considering that the desired tags are ‘Biblio_Abstract’, ‘Biblio_Citation’, ‘Biblio_cit_title’, 

‘Biblio_cit_year’ and ‘Biblio_Email’, the SQL statements generated after running our tool on the 

input shown in Figure 5.5 are shown in Figure 5.6. 
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(a) CREATE statements for realizing the relational schema 
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(b) INSERT statements for populating the relational schema 

Figure 5.6: SQL statements generated for extracting ‘Biblio_Abstract’, ‘Biblio_Citation’, 

‘Biblio_cit_title’, ‘Biblio_cit_year’ and ‘Biblio_Email’ tag elements 

 

5.2.2.2 Example Queries 

We executed the following queries on the relational view created for this case. 

1. Query 1 

Find all the citation titles and the citation years from the research paper. This implies that we need 

to search for all ‘Biblio_cit_title’ and ‘Biblio_cit_year’ tag elements that appear in the same 

‘Biblio_Citation’ tag element. 

The SQL query for this and the results are shown in Figure 5.6. This query falls under ‘Type 2’ 

described in section 5.1 because we are making use of the contained relationship seen amongst 

the tag elements. 
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(a) SQL query to find all ‘Biblio_cit_title’ and ‘Biblio_cit_year’ tag elements that appear in the 
same ‘Biblio_Citation’ tag element 

 

(b) Result of the SQL query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.7: SQL query and result to find all citation titles and years 
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5.2.3 HIPPA 

HIPPA is a set of documents that have been obtained after annotating documents that come from 

the United States’ “Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act”. These are the 

regulations governing health systems in the United States. A snippet of one of the documents that 

was used as an input for our system is shown in Figure 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.8: Part of the annotated legal document from the HIPPA set 

5.2.3.1 Create Relational View 

The search tags we used in this experiment were ‘Event’, ‘Information’, ‘Actor’, ‘Obligation’ and 

‘Continue_Obligation’. Using the data shown in Figure 5.8 as input, the resulting output is shown 

in Figure 5.9. 
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(a) CREATE statements for realizing the relational schema 
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(b) SQL INSERT statements for populating the relational schema 

Figure 5.9: SQL statements generated for extracted tags ‘Event’, ‘Information’, ‘Actor’, 

‘Obligation’ and ‘Continue_Obligation’ tag elements 

5.2.3.2 Example Queries 

We executed the following queries on the relational view created for this case. 

1. Query 1 

Find all the continued parts of obligations seen in the input documents. This implies that we need 

to query for all ‘Continue_Obligation’ tag elements that follow an ‘Obligation’ tag element. 
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The SQL query to achieve this is shown in Figure 5.10. The figure also shows the results of this 

query. This query falls under the category ‘Type 3’ described in section 5.1 because we are 

making use of the document order to retrieve the result of the query. 

 

(a) SQL Query to find all ‘Continue_Obligation Obligation’ tag elements that follow an 
‘Obligation’ tag element 

 

(b) Result of the query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.10: SQL query and result to find all the continued parts of obligations 
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2. Query 2 

Find all the obligations of actors that are related to health. This query implies that we need to find 

all ‘Actor’ element tags in ‘Obligation’ tags that contain the string “health”. 

Figure 5.11 shows the SQL query and the results. This query falls under categories ‘Type 2’ and 

‘Type 4’ as described in section 5.1 because we are making use of the containment relationship 

and we are also using string searching and matching to obtain the results. 

 

(a) SQL query to find all ‘Actor’ element tags in ‘Obligation’ tags that contain the string 
“health” 
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(b) Result of the query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.11: SQL query and result to find the obligations of actors that are related to health 

 

5.2.4 Tourist Boards 

CERNO was also used to annotate different online tourist boards. We tested our software system 

on the resulting annotated documents. Consider the document snippet shown in Figure 5.12, 

which shows the annotated document for the online tourist board for Monte Bondone in Trento, 

Italy.  

 

 

Figure 5.12: Input snippet of the annotated tourist board for Monte Bondone in Trento 
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5.2.4.1 Create Relational View 

The desired tags used are ‘CAT_Accommodation’, ‘obj_phone’, ‘CAT_Services’, 

‘CAT_Culture’, ‘obj_money’ and ‘CAT_FoodAndRefreshment’. The SQL CREATE and the 

SQL INSERT statements produced by our software system are shown in Figure 5.13. 
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(a) CREATE statements for realizing the relational schema 
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(b) INSERT statements for populating the relational schema 

Figure 5.13: SQL statements for extracted tags ‘CAT_Accommodation’, ‘obj_phone’, 

‘CAT_Services’, ‘CAT_Culture’, ‘obj_money’ and ‘CAT_FoodAndRefreshment’ 

5.2.4.2 Example Queries 

We executed the following queries on the relational view created for this case. 

1. Query 1 

Find all food and refreshments that include wine. This implies that we need to find all 

‘CAT_FoodAndRefreshment’ tag elements that contain the string “wine”. 

The SQL query and result for this are shown in Figure 5.14. This query falls under the ‘Type 4’ 

category described in section 5.1 because it includes string searching and matching. 
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(a) SQL query to find all ‘CAT_FoodAndRefreshment’ tag elements that contain the string 
“wine” 

 

(b) Result of the query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.14: SQL query and result to find all food and refreshments that include wine. 

 

2. Query 2 

Find the prices or costs of the services for tourist artifacts that are related to culture. This means 

that we need to find all the “obj_money” element tags that are in “CAT_Services” tag elements 

that follow a “CAT_Culture” tag. 
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The SQL query for this is shown in Figure 5.15 along with the results for the same. This query 

can be categorized as ‘Type 2’ and ‘Type 3’ as described in section 5.1 because it makes use of 

both the containment and sequencing relationships present in the input document. 

 

 

(a) SQL query to find all the “obj_money” element tags that are in “CAT_Services” tag elements 
that follow a “CAT_Culture” tag 

 

(b) Result of query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.15: SQL query and result to find the prices or costs for tourist artifacts that are related to 

culture 

 

5.3 Standard XML Data Samples 

We also consider a standard collection of XML files that contain plays by William Shakespeare 

marked up in XML [46]. We specifically processed the documents for three of the plays, namely, 

Hamlet, Julius Caesar and Macbeth. Figure 5.16 shows part of the XML file for Julius Caesar. 
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Figure 5.16: Part of the XML document for a Shakespeare play - Julius Caesar 

5.3.1 Create Relational View 

We created a view made up of the following tag elements – ‘PERSONA’, ‘SPEECH’, ‘SCENE’, 

‘LINE’ and ‘SPEAKER’ for each of the plays. The resulting output for the input shown in Figure 

5.16 is shown in Figure 5.17. 
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(a) CREATE statements for realizing the relational schema 
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(b) INSERT statements for populating the relational schema 

Figure 5.17: SQL statements for extracted tags ‘PERSONA’ ‘SPEECH’, ‘SCENE’, ‘LINE’ and 

‘SPEAKER’ 

5.3.2 Example Queries 

We executed the following queries on the resulting relational view. 

1. Query 1 

Find all the speakers and his or her lines in a speech for the play titled ‘Hamlet’. This means that 

we need to find all “LINE” element tags that follow a “SPEAKER” tag element and all these tag 

elements are in the same “SPEECH” tag element. 

We extract the required tags from the XML document related to the play titled “Hamlet”, and run 

the resulting SQL statements on the database server. This creates the relational schema and 

populates the database with relevant information. The SQL query for this query is shown in 
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Figure 5.18 along with the results of the query. This query falls under categories ‘Type 2’ and 

‘Type 3’ as described in section 5.1. 

 

(a) SQL query to find all the “LINE” element tags that are in “SPEECH” tag elements that follow 
a “SPEAKER” tag in the same “SPEECH” tag 

 

(b) Result of query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.18: SQL query and result to find all lines of a speaker in a speech 
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2. Query 2 

Find all the lines in speeches by Brutus in the play titled ‘Julius Caesar’. This means that from the 

XML document for the play titled ‘Julius Caesar’, find all ‘LINE’ element tags that are in a 

‘SPEECH’ element and contain the ‘SPEAKER’ tag containing the string “BRUTUS”. 

 

After extracting the required tags, creating the relational schema and populating the database with 

relevant data, the SQL query shown in Figure 5.19 (a) is executed. The results of the SQL query 

are shown in Figure 5.19 (b). This query falls under categories ‘Type 2’ and ‘Type 4’ because it 

uses the containment relationship between the XML tag elements and string searching. 

 

 

(a) SQL query to find all “LINE” element tags that are in a “SPEECH” element and contain the 
‘SPEAKER’ tag containing the string “BRUTUS” 
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(b) Result of the query shown in (a) 

Figure 5.19: SQL query and result to find all the lines in speeches by Brutus 

 

5.4 Basic Statistical Information About The Evaluation 

To better understand the evaluation of our system, we have included the following statistical 

information about our test input and results. Table 1 shows the details of the document sets that 

we used in our test input. It shows the number of document files in each set, their total size and 

the total number of tags in all the documents of each set. It also shows the set of all possible tags 

that appear in the document set. 
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Table 1: Information About The Document Sets Used In Our Evaluation 

Document Set 
No. Of 

Files 

Total 

Size 

(KB) 

Total No. 

Of Tags 
Set Of Possible Tags Desired Set Of Tags 

No. Of 

Tables 

Extracted 

Ads 3 118 1684 ad, ads_doc, contact, facility, location, price, term, type 
ad, location, contact, facility, 

price, type 
9 

Biblio 59 587 4104 

Biblio_abs_contribution, Biblio_Abstract, Biblio_Authors, 

Biblio_cit_title, Biblio_cit_year, Biblio_Citation, 

Biblio_con_contribution, Biblio_con_fwork, 

Biblio_Conclusion, Biblio_Doc, Biblio_Head, 

Biblio_intro_contribution, Biblio_Introduction, Biblio_Title 

Biblio_Abstract, Biblio_Citation, 

Biblio_cit_title, Biblio_cit_year, 

Biblio_Email 

8 

HIPPA 2 316 5788 

DOC, Actor, AntiObligation, AntiRight, Constraint, 

Continue_AntiObligation, Continue_Obligation, 

Continue_Right, CrossRef, Date, Event, Exception, Index, 

Information, Num_Section, Obligation, Policy, Right, 

Section, Sentence, TempCondition, Title_section 

Event, Information, Actor, 

Obligation, 

Continue_Obligation 

8 

TouristBoards 13 1565 13143 

AccommodationType, Altitude, Availability, CableRoad, 

CarHire, Castle, CAT_Accommodation, 

CAT_ArtisticHeritage, CAT_Culture, 

CAT_FoodAndRefreshment, CAT_Geography, 

CAT_LocalProducts, CAT_Services, CAT_SportActivities, 

CAT_Wellness, Church, Cinema, Climate, Costume, 

Court, Cuisine, CulturalEvent, CulturalPath, Degustation, 

GastronomicEvent, Lake, Library, Market, Mountain, 

Museum, obj_date, obj_discount, obj_distance, obj_email, 

obj_money, obj_people, obj_phone, obj_temperature, 

obj_time, obj_webaddress, Park, Products, ProfLevel, 

Rental, Restaurant, Ruins, School, SportCenter, 

SportEvent, Stadium, Station, SwimmingPool, Ticket, 

Tourist_Doc, TouristOffice, Track, Tradition, Transport, 

Valley, WellnessCenter, WellnessFacility,WellnessService 

CAT_Accommodation, 

obj_phone, CAT_Services, 

CAT_Culture, obj_money, 

CAT_FoodAndRefreshment 

9 

Shakespeare's 

Plays 
3 614 15046 

act, epilogue, fm, grpdescr, induct, line, p, persona, 

personae, pgroup, play, playsubt, prologue, scene, 

scndescr, speaker, speech, stagedir, subhead, subtitle, 

title 

persona, speech, scene, line, 

speaker 
8 
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Table 2 shows information about the specific files that were used in the examples shown in this 

chapter. It shows data related to the resulting relational schema, such as the row count for each 

table created in the derived relational view, the contained relationships inferred and the sequence 

relationships inferred. 

Table 2: Summary Of The Input Files Used As Examples In This Chapter 

File Name: newroma1.xml File Name: trentomontebondone.xml 

Tag Count: 1375 Tag Count: 1620 

Desired Tag Row Count Desired Tag Row Count 

ad 175 CAT_Accommodation 91 

contact 199 CAT_Culture 170 

facility 369 CAT_FoodAndRefreshment 47 

location 152 CAT_Services 112 

price 214 obj_money 17 

type 196 obj_phone 233 

contained_elem 1374 contained_elem 1619 

A
d
s
 

sequence_elem 1374 

T
o
u
ri
s
tB
o
a
rd
s
 

sequence_elem 1619 

File Name: 178.xml File Name: hamlet.xml 

Tag Count: 448 Tag Count: 6636 

Desired Tag Row Count Desired Tag Row Count 

Biblio_Abstract 1 line 4014 

Biblio_cit_title 110 persona 26 

Biblio_cit_year 111 scene 20 

Biblio_Citation 219 speaker 1150 

Biblio_Email 1 speech 1138 

contained_elem 447 contained_elem 6635 

B
ib
li
o
 

sequence_elem 447 sequence_elem 6635 

File Name: h_164.xml File Name: jcaesar.xml 

Tag Count: 5089 Tag Count: 4455 

Desired Tag Row Count Desired Tag Row Count 

Actor 1371 line 2596 

Continue_Obligation 55 persona 36 

Event 578 scene 18 

Information 368 speaker 798 

Obligation 124 speech 795 

contained_elem 5088 contained_elem 4454 

H
IP
P
A
 

sequence_elem 5088 

S
h
a
k
e
s
p
e
a
re
's
 P
la
y
s
 

sequence_elem 4454 
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5.5 Summary 

In this chapter we present the results obtained from our transformation software system on 

various input documents. We also show different kinds of queries that can be made on the 

relational schemas and the retrieved data. The various input files used were from different 

sources. Table 3 summarizes the input files used in our experiments and the different types of 

queries that were posed on them. 

Table 3: Summary Of The Various Types Of Queries Made On Different Input Documents  

 Query - Type 1 
Queries that illustrate 
information gathered 
from the XML 
document 

Query - Type 2 
Queries based on the 
tree-structured nature 

of the XML 
document 

Query - Type 3 
Queries based on the 
document order of 
the XML document 

Query - Type4 
Queries that search 
text in XML 

document elements 

Ads 
Section 5.2.1.1.2 

√   √ 

Biblio 
Section 5.2.1.2.2  √   

HIPPA 
Section 5.2.1.3.2  √ √ √ 

Tourist Boards 
Section 5.2.1.4.2  √ √ √ 

Shakespeare’s 

Plays 
Section 5.2.2 

 √ √ √ 

 

In Chapter 6, we will give a summary of the conclusions that were reached from these 

experiments. We also talk about the limitations of the implementation and the future 

enhancements that can be made. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we sum up the thesis and the research work we have undertaken. We summarize 

the results from our experiments in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 talks about some of the limitations of 

our implementation and the future work that can be undertaken with respect to the limitations. 

Finally Section 6.3 concludes the entire thesis. 

 

6.1 Summary Of Experiments 

The primary goal of this research was to take an XML document and a given set of desired tag 

elements and transform these to SQL statements using source transformation. The SQL 

statements when executed on a database server will realize a relational view over the input XML 

document. We conducted an evaluation of our software system. This is explained and shown in 

Chapter 5. The software system we used in these experiments is implemented using TXL, a 

source transformation tool. The transformation process was explained in Chapter 4. Thus, from 

our experiments we can conclude that it is reasonable to use source transformation techniques to 

parse the text in XML documents and obtain a relational view over them. The relational view 

obtained is constrained by the search tags or desired tags specified in the input. 

 

The secondary goal of our research was to observe the different kinds of queries that can be posed 

on the relational schema formulated from the input XML document. For each input shown in 

Chapter 5, we have also shown examples of queries that can be posed on the extracted relational 

data. The relational data is queried efficiently using SQL. The querying is focussed because the 
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relational view obtained over the XML data is limited by the XML tag elements specified by the 

external user or application.  

 

Therefore our experiments, although limited in nature, have shown that our approach to obtaining 

a relational view on XML documents and querying the XML data using SQL is definitely 

feasible. 

 

6.2 Limitations And Future Work 

We restricted our goals in this research project to showing that an automated source 

transformation can be performed to acquire a relational view over an XML document. We were 

able to demonstrate the manner in which this can be done with some elementary examples and 

queries shown in Chapter 5. However, our implementation is not foolproof and so in this section 

we list and explain some of the limitations of our work. In some cases, we also provide possible 

solutions, which can be further explored in the future. 

 

The relational schema that is derived using our approach is fairly basic and fixed. Every extracted 

tag is transformed into a relation in the schema with each attribute of the tag being transformed 

becomes a column in the relation. This has two main consequences. Firstly, the number of 

relations created is directly proportional to the number of extracted tags. This number could 

become very large and this leads to the second consequence. As the number of relations in a 

schema increases, the number of joins in the SQL queries over that schema tends to increase too. 

This results in a decrease in the efficiency of the queries, that is, the queries can take a long time 
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to execute to completion. A possible solution to this is to extend one of the inlining techniques 

suggested by J. Shanmugasundaram et al [34] to our approach. Another possible solution would 

be to use the Document Type Definition (DTD) for the XML documents that have a DTD 

specified. This DTD could be used to enhance and optimize the extracted relational schema. 

Thus, with modification of the relational schema, it is possible to improve the efficiency of the 

SQL query. 

 

The second important limitation of our work is related to the search tags specified. If the tag 

being searched is a keyword in SQL then this causes an SQL error when the SQL statements are 

executed on the database server. A possible solution to this is to create a list of SQL keywords 

and process the SQL statements generated to check if any searched tag name is a keyword. If 

such a tag name is found, then that tag name can be replaced by a modified version of itself. For 

example, if the search tag is ‘Right’ which is a SQL keyword then once the SQL statements are 

generated we can replace all ‘Right’ strings with the string ‘_Right’. 

 

The third important limitation is also related to the search tags. This deals with the case in which 

the searched tag is not present in the input XML document. If any of the desired tags are not 

found in the input XML document, then no table is created for that tag in the extracted relational 

schema. The table cannot be created because the tag being searched for is non-existent. If you 

would like to have a table created for this tag, which is empty, then you will have to create an 

empty intermediate file for that missing tag in Stage 3 of the transformation process. Stages 4 and 

5 will have to be modified to include an empty file as input. 
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Our implementation is currently limited by the size of the XML document. Larger documents 

require longer time to be parsed and transformed, and therefore take a longer time to produce the 

result using our approach. To overcome this limitation, the input document could be split into 

chunks and then be processed one chunk at a time using our approach. To study the scalability of 

our approach, there is a need for experiments with larger documents. This remains as future work. 

 

With respect to the Semantic Web, a possible future extension to our work would involve 

automating the specification of search tags from a search query in a search engine. The search 

query can be used to formulate concepts and these concepts can be used to identify the desired 

tags. 

 

The last important aspect we would like to touch upon is a constructive addition that can be made 

to the current implementation. It would be very useful to have a way to associate document name 

and line number in the document to the extracted tag elements in the relational schema. A 

possible way this can be done is to include the filename and line number as attributes in every 

XML tag element in the document in Stage 1 of our transformation process. Another way would 

be to include these two values in the relation that stores all the table elements, that is, the 

“table_elems” relation explained in Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 4. 

 

6.3 Thesis Conclusion 

In this thesis, using TXL as our source transformation tool, we have shown that it is feasible to 

use source transformation techniques to obtain a relational view on XML documents. This 
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technique allows us to parse the input document and the desired tags and allows us to obtain an 

intermediate representation of the database schema and data. The technique further allows us to 

parse this intermediate representation and transform it into SQL statements. We have used our 

transformation technique on numerous example documents. This approach can be useful for 

querying large XML documents, for example legal documents, which are usually queried for the 

same information numerous times. 

 

Our approach differs from the XML query language - XQuery. The most important advantage of 

our approach is that it leverages the querying functionality of the well-established relational 

database systems. Therefore a separate processor like an XQuery processor is not required. Our 

approach facilitates restricting querying to only those parts of the input document that are 

interesting to the problem at hand. XQuery does not directly provide this facility. XQuery is an 

advanced query language and has many operators and functions to support querying. However, 

one of its drawbacks is that the results returned from the queries are always in XML format. In 

our approach, results returned are in relational data format and so they can be used in any manner 

suitable for the application. An important aspect of both approaches is that it is beneficial to have 

some idea of the XML document’s schema. Since XQuery uses path expressions in querying, it is 

required to know the exact schema of the entire XML document to be able to formulate the 

queries. In our approach, just the knowledge of the element tags present in the XML document is 

enough for querying the data in the documents. Since we extract the implicit relationships 

amongst the tag elements as a relation, it is possible to infer the schema of the XML document 

from the derived relational view. 
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In conclusion we do believe that source transformation techniques can be used to analyse XML 

documents and to obtain a relational view over them. The XML input documents we used were 

varied in nature and we were able to obtain corresponding relational views.  We admit that our 

research work was undertaken with limited resources, and does have the limitations mentioned in 

Section 6.2. However, with the success achieved in this implementation, it is clear that there is 

scope for more research in this area in order to realize the full potential of using source 

transformation techniques to query XML data. 
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Appendix A 

TXL Grammars 

XML Grammar 

% TXL Grammar for XML Documents 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
% This file contains the grammar for elements and attributes of XML element tags 
 
% The default in TXL is to allow tokens to extend over multiple lines. The following 'pragma' 
limits tokens to a single line. 
#pragma -nomultiline  
 
tokens 
 id + "[\a_:][\a\d.-_:]*"           % From Definition [5] in XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 charlit ""  
end tokens 
 
comments                       % From Definition [15] in XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 <!--  --> 
 <?  ?> 
 <!  > 
end comments 
 
define program  % The non-terminal that describes the whole input to the programs 
 [xmldoc] 
end define 
 
define xmldoc 
 [opt element]    % Element is optional to accommodate blank, 
empty documents 
end define 
 
% An XML element could be tag with some content an empty tag 
define element     % From Definition [39] in XML 1.0 
Recommendation 
        [empty_elem_tag] 
    |   [tag_content] 
end define 
 
define tag_content    % XML tag with a start tag, some content and an 
end tag 
 [NL] 
 [stag]                 [IN] 
  [content]   [NL][EX] 
 [etag]       
end define 
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define empty_elem_tag   % From Definition [44] in XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 '< [SPOFF] [id]  [repeat attribute] '/> [SPON]         
end define 
 
define stag     % From Definition [40] in XML 1.0 
Recommendation 
 '< [SPOFF] [id]  [repeat attribute] '> [SPON] 
end define 
 
% The content for the XML tag element 
define content                                  % From Definition [43] XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 [repeat sub_content] 
end define 
 
define sub_content    % Considering ONLY other elements and 
comments 
 [repeat chardata] 
    | [element]  
    |   [comment] 
end define 
 
define chardata                                 % Definition [14] XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 [not '< ] [token]  
end define 
 
define attribute                                % From Definition [41] XML 1.0 Recommendation 
    [SP] [id] '= [attvalue] 
end define 
 
define attvalue                                 % From Definition [10] XML 1.0 Recommendation 
        [stringlit] 
    |   [charlit] 
end define 
 
define etag                                     % From Definition [42] XML 1.0 Recommendation 
 '< [SPOFF] '/ [id] '> [SPON] 
end define 
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SQL Grammar 

% TXL Grammar For SQL Statements Needed For Our System 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
define sqlStatement   % Grammar is limited to few types of SQL statements 
 [tableDefinition] | 
 [insertStatement] | 
 [alterStatement] 
end define 
 
% SQL-Data Definition Language (DDL) 
define tableDefinition 
        CREATE TABLE  [tableName] (         [IN] 
        [list tableAttrDefinition] 
        [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
 [opt foreignKeyDefinition] ) ;    [EX][NL] 
end define 
 
define tableName 
        [id] 
end define 
 
define tableAttrDefinition 
        [NL] [tableAttribute] [dataType] 
end define 
 
define dataType   % Limited set of allowed data types for our purpose 
        VARCHAR [opt int] 
        | INTEGER 
 | TEXT   % Equivalent of CLOB (Character Large OBjects) in MySQL 
end define 
 
define tableAttribute 
        [id]  
end define 
 
define int 
        '( [integernumber] ')  
end define 
 
define primaryKeyDefinition  
        , [NL] PRIMARY KEY ( [tableAttributelist] ) 
end define 
 
define foreignKeyDefinition  
        , [NL] [list foreignKey] [NL]  
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end define 
 
define foreignKey 
        FOREIGN KEY ( [tableAttributelist] ) REFERENCES [tableName] ( [tableAttributelist] ) 
end define 
 
define tableAttributelist 
 [list tableAttribute] 
end define 
 
% SQL-Data Manipulation Language (DML). Currently grammar for only INSERT is needed. 
define insertStatement 
        INSERT INTO [tableName] ( [list tableAttribute] ) VALUES ( [list stringlit] ) ; [NL]  
end define 
 
define alterStatement 
 ALTER TABLE [tableName] [list alterSpecification] ; [NL] 
end define 
 
define alterSpecification 
 MODIFY [tableAttrDefinition] [opt colPosition] 
end define 
 
define colPosition 
 FIRST | AFTER [tableAttribute] 
end define 
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Appendix B 

TXL Programs 

MarkTagIds.txl 

% TXL Program To Explicitly Mark Unique Tag Ids 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
 
% Grammar override to be able to store all the tag elements as table elements 
redefine program 
 ... | 
 [repeat element] 
end redefine 
 
% This rule adds unique id atribute to all elements in the input document 
rule main 
 % Import command line arguments to extract the filename for storing all "table_elems" 
 import TXLargs [repeat stringlit] 
 deconstruct * TXLargs 
     "-file" FileName [stringlit] 
 
 % Find every element node 
 replace $ [element] 
  <Tag [id] TagAttrs [repeat attribute]> 
   Contents [content] 
  </Tag> 
 deconstruct not * [attribute] TagAttrs   % Make sure it doesn't already 
have a tagId attribute 
  'tagId= Value [attvalue] 
 
 construct UniqueTagId [id]  % Create a new tag id for it that is unique based 
on its tagname 
  Tag [ ! ] 
 construct UniqueTagIdStr [stringlit] 
  _ [quote UniqueTagId] 
 
 % Output a list of all table elements to an external file.This is needed to maintain 
referential integrity in the relational schema. 
 construct TagNameStr [stringlit] 
  _ [quote Tag] 
 construct TableElemTag [element] 
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  <table_elems 'tableName=TagNameStr 'tagId=UniqueTagIdStr ></table_elems> 
 construct FileOutput [element] 
  TableElemTag [fput FileName] 
 
 % Replace the node with the tag id as a new attribute 
 by 
  <Tag 'tagId=UniqueTagIdStr TagAttrs> 
   Contents 
  </Tag> 
end rule 
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ExplicateContains.txl 

% TXL Program To Explicitly Mark The Containment Relationship In The Input XML 
Document 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 by 
  P [markContainsRelation] 
end function 
 
% This rule adds a new tag element to indicate the containment relationship 
rule markContainsRelation 
 % Find every element node 
 replace $ [element] 
  <ParentTag [id] ParentAttrs [repeat attribute]> 
   Children [repeat sub_content] 
  </ParentTag> 
 deconstruct not ParentTag 
  'contained_elem  % Make sure we are not dealing with a contained_elem 
node itself 
 
 % Check to make sure that this parent does have child elements and not just chardata 
 deconstruct * [tag_content] Children 
  SomeTagContent [tag_content] 
 
 % Extract the tag Id of the parent 
 deconstruct * [attribute] ParentAttrs 
  'tagId= ParentId [attvalue] 
 
 % For each child that is an element add the new tag and the attributes to indicate its 
parent's id 
 construct NewChildren [repeat sub_content] 
  _ [formNewChildren ParentId each Children] 
 by 
  <ParentTag ParentAttrs> 
    NewChildren 
  </ParentTag> 
end rule 
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% This function forms the new content with appropriate sub_content enclosed in the 
"contained_elem" tags 
function formNewChildren ParentId [attvalue] Child [sub_content] 
 replace [repeat sub_content] 
  PrevOnes [repeat sub_content] 
 construct NewChild [sub_content] 
  Child [addContainedByTag ParentId] 
 by 
  PrevOnes [. NewChild] 
end function 
 
% This function encloses each child tag within a tag that indicates its id as well as the parent's id 
using attributes 
function addContainedByTag ParentId [attvalue] 
 replace [sub_content] 
  <ChildTag [id] ChildAttrs [repeat attribute]> 
   ChildContent [content] 
  </ChildTag> 
 % Extract the tag Id of the child tag 
 deconstruct * [attribute] ChildAttrs 
  'tagId= ChildId [attvalue] 
 % Make a new child element with 2 new attributes: 'childId' = child's tag id and 'parentId' 
= parent's tag id 
 construct NewChild [sub_content] 
  <contained_elem 'childId=ChildId 'parentId=ParentId > 
   <ChildTag ChildAttrs > 
    ChildContent 
   </ChildTag> 
  </contained_elem> 
 by 
  NewChild 
end function 
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ExplicateSequences.txl 

% TXL Program To Explicitly Mark The Sequencing Relationship In The Input XML Document 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
 
function main 
 % Export the starting element number so that they can be accessed by other functions 
 export NumInSeq [number] 
  1 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 by 
  P [markSequence] 
end function 
 
% This rule adds a new tag element to indicate the sequencing relationship 
rule markSequence 
 skipping [element] 
 % Find every element node 
 replace $ [element] 
  <Tag [id] TagAttrs [repeat attribute]> 
   Contents [content] 
  </Tag> 
 deconstruct not Tag 
  'sequence_elem   % Make sure it is not the sequence_elem tag 
itself 
 
 deconstruct * [attribute] TagAttrs % Get the tag Id for the node under 
consideration 
  'tagId= TagId [attvalue] 
 
 import NumInSeq [number]  % Get the sequence number that indicates the 
element's position in the document order 
 construct NumInSeqStr [stringlit] 
  _ [quote NumInSeq] 
 
 export NumInSeq   % Export a new sequence number that indicates 
the next element's position in the document order 
  NumInSeq [+ 1] 
 
 % Replace the original tag with the sequence element for the tag considered 
 by 
  <sequence_elem 'numInSeq=NumInSeqStr 'elemId= TagId >  
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   <Tag TagAttrs> 
    Contents [markSequence] 
   </Tag> 
  </sequence_elem> 
end rule 
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GetCleanTags.txl 

% TXL Program To Search Through XML-like Input For A Specific Set Of Tags 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
include "includes/GetSpecificTags.txl" 
 
% Grammar overrides for marking interesting elements as elements that match the search tags 
redefine element 
 ... | [not token] [interesting_element] 
end redefine 
 
define interesting_element 
 [element] 
end define 
 
% Input and output is an XML doc or a sequence of interesting elements 
redefine program 
 ... | 
 [repeat interesting_element] 
end redefine 
 
% Main function 
function main 
 % Import command line arguments 
 import TXLargs [repeat stringlit] 
 deconstruct * TXLargs 
     "-tag" TagArgs [repeat stringlit] 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 by 
  % Get the tags that are specified and clean up their contents to remove all nested 
XML tags 
  P [getSpecificTags TagArgs][cleanUpFoundTags]   
end function 
 
% Rule to clean the content of each tag found by removing nested XML tags 
rule cleanUpFoundTags 
 replace $ [interesting_element] 
  EachElement [element] 
 by 
  EachElement [removeTags] 
end rule 
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% This rule removes nested tags in its scope 
rule removeTags 
 replace [repeat sub_content] 
  <TagName [id] Attr [repeat attribute]> 
   Contents [repeat sub_content] 
  </TagName> 
  RemainingContent [repeat sub_content] 
 by 
  Contents [. RemainingContent] 
end rule 
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GetSpecificTags.txl 

% TXL Program To Search Through An XML Document For The Specific Tags 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
% Main function 
function getSpecificTags TagArgs [repeat stringlit] 
 construct SearchTags [repeat id] 
  _ [addSearchTag each TagArgs] 
     
 replace [program] 
         Input [program] 
 
 construct InputAfterSearch [program] 
  Input [lookForTag each SearchTags] 
 
 % Now extract ONLY the interesting elements 
 construct InterestingElems [repeat interesting_element] 
  _ [^ InputAfterSearch] 
 
 by 
  InterestingElems 
end function 
 
% Function to add the passed tagname to the list of tag names to be searched for 
function addSearchTag TagArg [stringlit] 
 replace [repeat id] 
  PrevOnes [repeat id] 
        construct OptTagName [opt id] 
                _ [parse TagArg] 
        deconstruct OptTagName 
                TagName [id]  
 by 
  PrevOnes [. TagName] 
end function 
 
% Rule to search for elements that match the passed tag name 
rule lookForTag TagName [id] 
 replace $ [sub_content] 
  <TagName Attrs [repeat attribute]> 
   Contents [content] 
  </TagName> 
 % If the tag matches your search tag name then mark it as an "interesting_element" 
 construct InterestingElem [interesting_element] 
  <TagName Attrs> 
   Contents 
  </TagName> 
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 % Replace the tag by its interesting version and appending contents to respective 
outputfile 
 by 
  InterestingElem 
end rule 
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GetDBInXMLFormat.txl 

% TXL Program To Generate The Intermediate Representation For The Relational Database 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
include "includes/GetDBInXMLForm.txl" 
 
redefine program 
 [repeat element] 
 | ... 
end redefine 
 
function main 
 % Import command line arguments 
 import TXLargs [repeat stringlit] 
 deconstruct * TXLargs 
     "-tag" TagArgs [repeat stringlit] 
 
 replace [program] 
  P [repeat element] 
  
 construct TableSchemas [repeat sub_content] 
  _ [getTableFor each TagArgs] 
 by 
  <database name="db1"> 
   TableSchemas 
  </database> 
end function 
 
% Function to generate the intermediate representation of the table schema and table data for 
passed tag name argument 
function getTableFor TagName [stringlit] 
 % Read the input filename whose name is derived from the tag name argument 
 construct InputFileName [stringlit] 
  TagName [+ ".xml"] 
 construct DirName [stringlit] 
  "CleanTags/" 
 construct InputFile [stringlit] 
  DirName [+ InputFileName] 
 construct Input [program] 
  _ [read InputFile] 
 
 % Get schema and data for the table corresponding to passed TagName 
 construct SchemaDataOutput [program] 
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  Input [getDBInXMLForm] 
 deconstruct SchemaDataOutput 
  <table> 
   SchemaAndData [repeat sub_content] 
  </table> 
 
 % Append the new sub_content to the ones created previously for other tag names 
 replace [repeat sub_content] 
  PrevOnes [repeat sub_content]  
 by 
  PrevOnes [. SchemaAndData] 
end function 
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GetDBInXMLForm.txl 

% TXL Program To Create The Intermediate Representation Of The Database 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 327688 
 
% Grammar overrides 
redefine program 
 [repeat element] 
 | ... 
end redefine 
 
redefine sub_content 
 ... 
    | [not token] [repeat element] 
end redefine 
 
% Function to create the table schema and table data 
function getDBInXMLForm 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 % Construct the table schema 
 construct TableSchema [program] 
  P [makeSchema] 
 deconstruct TableSchema 
  TableSchemaContent [tag_content] 
 % Construct the table data 
 construct TableData [program] 
  P [makeTable] 
 deconstruct TableData 
  TableDataContent [tag_content] 
 by 
  <table> 
   TableSchemaContent 
   TableDataContent 
  </table>  
end function 
 
% Function to create the intermediate representation for the database schema 
function makeSchema 
 replace [program] 
  P [repeat element] 
 % Extracting the name for the table from the first interesting element 
 deconstruct * [element] P 
                <TagName [id] Attrs [repeat attribute]> 
                        Contents [repeat sub_content] 
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                </TagName> 
 construct TableName [stringlit] 
  _ [quote TagName] 
 
 % Obtaining all possible attribute names from all elements without any duplicate entries 
 construct AttrsFromAllElems [repeat attribute] 
  _ [getAllAttributes each P] 
 construct AllAttrs [repeat attribute] 
  AttrsFromAllElems [removeDuplicateAttrs] 
  
 % Constructing the field representation for attribute which becomes a field in table 
 construct TableSchema [repeat sub_content] 
  _ [makeSchemaField 'Field each AllAttrs ] 
 
 % Constructing the field representation for the "tag_content" field of table 
 % This field should be added ONLY for tags other than contained_elem and 
sequence_elem 
 construct LastFieldSchema [sub_content] 
  _ [getLastFieldSchema TagName] 
 
 % Constructing the whole schema for the table 
 construct EntireTableSchema [repeat sub_content] 
  TableSchema [. LastFieldSchema] 
 by 
  <table_structure 'name=TableName > 
   EntireTableSchema 
  </table_structure> 
end function 
 
% Function to obtain all possible attribute names from all elements 
function getAllAttributes Element [element] 
 replace [repeat attribute] 
  OldAttrs [repeat attribute] 
 deconstruct Element 
  <TagName [id] NewAttrs [repeat attribute]> 
                        Contents [repeat sub_content] 
                </TagName> 
 by 
  OldAttrs [. NewAttrs] 
end function 
 
% Function to remove duplicate attribute names 
function removeDuplicateAttrs 
 replace [repeat attribute] 
  AllAttrs [repeat attribute] 
 construct NoDupsAttrs [repeat attribute] 
  _ [checkForDup each AllAttrs] 
 by 
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 % Attributes With No Duplicates 
  NoDupsAttrs 
end function 
 
% Function to check if the passed attribute is already present in the attrbites obtained so far 
function checkForDup AttrArg [attribute] 
 replace [repeat attribute] 
  Attrs [repeat attribute] 
 deconstruct AttrArg 
  AttrName [id] = AttrValue [attvalue] 
 deconstruct not * [id] Attrs 
  AttrName 
 by 
  Attrs [. AttrArg] 
end function 
 
% Function to create the intermediate representation for the different fields in the table schema 
function makeSchemaField FieldName [id] AttrArg [attribute] 
 deconstruct AttrArg 
  AttrName [id] '= Value [stringlit] 
 % Convert AttrName to stringlit 
 construct AttrNameStr [stringlit] 
  _ [quote AttrName] 
 % Create field 
 replace [repeat sub_content] 
  PrevOnes [repeat sub_content] 
 construct NewField [sub_content] 
  <field FieldName '= AttrNameStr> </field> 
 by 
  PrevOnes [. NewField] 
end function 
 
% Function to add tag content field ONLY for tags other than table_elem, contained_elem and 
sequence_elem 
function getLastFieldSchema TagName [id] 
 replace [sub_content] 
  NullContent [sub_content] 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'contained_elem 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'sequence_elem 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'table_elems 
 by 
  <field Field="tag_content"></field> 
end function 
 
% Function to create the intermediate representation for the database table 
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function makeTable 
 replace [program] 
  P [repeat element] 
 
 % Extracting the name for the table from the first interesting element 
 deconstruct * [element] P 
                <TagName [id] Attrs [repeat attribute]> 
                        Contents [repeat sub_content] 
                </TagName> 
 construct TableName [stringlit] 
  _ [quote TagName] 
 
 % Converting the interesting elements to intermediate representation's format 
 construct RowContent [program] 
  P [convertToRowFormat] 
 
 deconstruct RowContent 
  AllRows [repeat element] 
 by 
  <table_data 'name=TableName > 
   AllRows 
  </table_data> 
end function 
 
% Rule to form the rows of the table from the interesting elements 
rule convertToRowFormat 
 skipping [element] 
 replace $ [element] 
  <TagName [id] Attrs [repeat attribute]> 
   Content [repeat sub_content] 
  </TagName>   
 % Convert each attribute of the tag to a table field 
 construct AttrFields [repeat sub_content] 
  _ [makeTableField 'name each Attrs ] 
 
 % This field should be added ONLY for tags other than contained_elem and 
sequence_elem 
 construct ContentField [sub_content] 
  _ [getLastFieldContent TagName Content] 
 
 construct AllFields [repeat sub_content] 
  AttrFields [. ContentField] 
 by 
  <row> AllFields </row> 
end rule 
 
% Function to create a  field from attribute passed as an argument 
function makeTableField FieldName [id] AttrArg [attribute] 
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 deconstruct AttrArg 
  AttrName [id] '= Value [stringlit] 
 % Convert AttrName to stringlit 
 construct AttrNameStr [stringlit] 
  _ [quote AttrName] 
 % Convert Value from type stringlit to type sub_content 
        construct OptValue [opt sub_content] 
                _ [parse Value] 
        deconstruct OptValue 
                AttrVal [sub_content] 
 
 replace [repeat sub_content] 
  PrevOnes [repeat sub_content] 
 % Create field 
 construct NewField [sub_content] 
  <field FieldName '= AttrNameStr > AttrVal </field>   
 by 
  PrevOnes [. NewField] 
end function 
 
% Function to determine if the last field (tag_content) should be included or not 
function getLastFieldContent TagName [id] Content [repeat sub_content] 
 replace [sub_content] 
  NoContent [sub_content] 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'contained_elem 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'sequence_elem 
 deconstruct not TagName 
  'table_elems 
 by 
  <field name="tag_content"> Content </field> 
end function 
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GenerateSQL.txl 

% TXL Program To Convert DB In XML format To SQL Statements 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
#pragma -w 32768 
#pragma -esc "\"  
 
include "XML_Element_v8.Grammar" 
include "includes/SQL.Grammar" 
include "includes/getCreateStatements.txl" 
include "includes/getInsertStatements.txl" 
include "includes/GetSpecificTags.txl" 
 
% Grammar overrides for marking interesting elements as elements that match the search tags 
redefine sub_content 
 ... 
 | [interesting_element] 
end redefine 
 
define interesting_element 
 [element] 
end define 
 
redefine program 
 ... | 
 [repeat interesting_element] 
 | [repeat sqlStatement] 
end redefine 
 
function main 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 
 % Form the SQL "CREATE" statements from input 
 construct SQLCreateStmts [program] 
  P [getCreateStatements] 
 deconstruct SQLCreateStmts 
  CreateStmts [repeat sqlStatement] 
 
 % Form the SQL "INSERT" statements from input 
 construct SQLInsertStmts [program] 
  P [getInsertStatements] 
 deconstruct SQLInsertStmts 
  InsertStmts [repeat sqlStatement] 
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 % This statement modifes the datatype of the 'numInSeq' attribute of the 'sequence_elem' 
relation 
 construct AlterTableStmt [sqlStatement] 
  'ALTER TABLE sequence_elem MODIFY numInSeq INTEGER ; 
 
 % Combine the SQL "CREATE", "INSERT" and other statements to create final output 
 construct AllStatements [repeat sqlStatement] 
  CreateStmts [. InsertStmts][. AlterTableStmt] 
 construct SQLStatements [program] 
  AllStatements 
 by 
  SQLStatements 
end function 
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GetCreateStatements.txl 

% TXL Program To Convert Intermediate Representation Of The Relational Table Schema In 
XML Format To SQL CREATE Statements 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
% Main function 
function getCreateStatements 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 by 
  P [createTables] 
end function 
 
% Function to make a SQL table definition statement for every "table_structure" tag found in the 
input 
function createTables 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 % Construct the list of tag names to search for to include "table_structure" 
 construct TagArgs [repeat stringlit] 
  "table_structure" 
 % Get all the "table_structure" tags from the intermediate representation of the database 
 construct TableStructures [program] 
  P [getSpecificTags TagArgs] 
 by 
  TableStructures [makeTableDefinitions] 
end function 
 
% Function to formulate the SQL "CREATE" statements 
function makeTableDefinitions 
 replace [program] 
  TableStructElems [program] 
 
 % Get the interesting elements i.e. the "table_structure" tags 
 deconstruct TableStructElems 
  AllTableStructures [repeat interesting_element] 
  
 % Create a table definition for each "table_structure" tag found 
 construct NewProgram [repeat sqlStatement] 
  _ [createTableDefinitions each AllTableStructures] 
 by 
  NewProgram 
end function 
 
% Function to transform 
% <table_structure name="TableName">  
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%  <field Field="nameOfField1"></field> 
%  <field Field="nameOfField2"></field> 
% </table_structure> 
% into a SQL CREATE statement 
% CREATE TABLE TableName (  
%  nameOfField1 VARCHAR(50), nameOfField2 VARCHAR(50) 
% ) 
function createTableDefinitions TableStructure [interesting_element] 
 % Deconstruct the argument to get the table name and its fields 
 deconstruct TableStructure 
  <table_structure name= TabName[stringlit] > 
   TableFields [repeat sub_content] 
  </table_structure> 
 
 % Make a list of the fields for the SQL "CREATE" statement 
 construct TableAttrList [list tableAttrDefinition] 
  _ [makeTableAttribute each TableFields] 
 
 construct PrimaryKey [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
  _ [getPrimaryKey TabName][getPrimaryKeyForContain 
TabName][getPrimaryKeyForSequence TabName] 
 
 construct ForeignKey [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
  _ [getForeignKeyForContain TabName][getForeignKeyForSequence TabName] 
 
 % Convert TableName from type 'stringlit' to type 'id' 
        construct OptTabName [opt id] 
                _ [parse TabName] 
        deconstruct OptTabName 
                TableName [id]  
 
 replace * [repeat sqlStatement] 
  % Nothing 
 
 % Form the "CREATE" statement using all the pieces created above 
 by 
  CREATE TABLE TableName ( 
   TableAttrList 
   PrimaryKey 
   ForeignKey 
  ) ; 
end function 
 
% Function to transform  
% <field Field="fieldName"></field>  
% into field part of the SQL "CREATE" statment 
% fieldName VARCHAR(n) 
function makeTableAttribute TableField [sub_content] 
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 deconstruct TableField 
  <field Field= Name [stringlit] ></field> 
 
 % Convert FieldName from type 'stringlit' to type 'id' 
        construct OptFieldName [opt id] 
                _ [parse Name] 
        deconstruct OptFieldName 
                FieldName [id]  
 
 % Get the appropriate data type for the field 
 construct defaultDataType [dataType] 
  VARCHAR(50) 
 construct checkedDataType [dataType] 
  defaultDataType [getDataType FieldName] 
  
 % Construct the new table field 
 construct NewTableField [tableAttrDefinition] 
  FieldName checkedDataType 
 
 replace [list tableAttrDefinition] 
  PrevOnes [list tableAttrDefinition] 
 by 
  PrevOnes [, NewTableField] 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate data type for tag content fields i.e. CLOB (TEXT in 
MySQL) 
function getDataType FieldName [id] 
 replace [dataType] 
  DataType [dataType] 
 deconstruct FieldName 
  'tag_content 
 by 
  TEXT 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate primary key for the passed table name 
function getPrimaryKey TabName [stringlit] 
 replace [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
  PrimaryKey [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
 
 deconstruct not * [stringlit] TabName 
  "contained_elem" 
 deconstruct not * [stringlit] TabName 
  "sequence_elem" 
 
 construct PrimKeyAttrs [list tableAttribute] 
  'tagId 
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 by 
  , PRIMARY KEY ( PrimKeyAttrs ) 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate primary key for the passed table name i.e. 
contained_elem table 
function getPrimaryKeyForContain TabName [stringlit] 
 replace [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
  PrimaryKey [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
 deconstruct * [stringlit] TabName 
  "contained_elem" 
 
 construct PrimKeyAttrs [list tableAttribute] 
  'parentId,childId 
 by 
  , PRIMARY KEY ( PrimKeyAttrs ) 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate primary key for the passed table name i.e. 
sequence_elem table 
function getPrimaryKeyForSequence TabName [stringlit] 
 replace [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
  PrimaryKey [opt primaryKeyDefinition] 
 deconstruct * [stringlit] TabName 
  "sequence_elem" 
 
 construct PrimKeyAttrs [list tableAttribute] 
  'elemId 
 by 
  , PRIMARY KEY ( PrimKeyAttrs ) 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate foreign key for the passed table name i.e. 
contained_elem table 
function getForeignKeyForContain TabName [stringlit] 
 replace [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
  ForeignKey [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
 deconstruct * [stringlit] TabName 
  "contained_elem" 
 construct ForeignKeyForContain [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
  , FOREIGN KEY ( 'childId ) REFERENCES 'table_elems ( 'tagId ) 
  , FOREIGN KEY ( 'parentId ) REFERENCES 'table_elems ( 'tagId ) 
 by 
  ForeignKeyForContain 
end function 
 
% Function to determine the appropriate foreign key for the passed table name i.e. sequence_elem 
table 
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function getForeignKeyForSequence TabName [stringlit] 
 replace [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
  ForeignKey [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
 deconstruct * [stringlit] TabName 
  "sequence_elem" 
 construct ForeignKeyForSequence [opt foreignKeyDefinition] 
  , FOREIGN KEY ( 'elemId ) REFERENCES 'table_elems ( 'tagId ) 
 by 
  ForeignKeyForSequence 
end function 
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GetInsertStatements.txl 

% TXL Program To Convert Intermediate Representation Of The Relational Table Data In XML 
Format To SQL INSERT Statements 
% Shruti Atre 
% Queen's University, August 2007 
 
% Main function 
function getInsertStatements 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 by 
  P [createInsertStmts] 
end function 
 
% Function to make a SQL table "INSERT" statement for every "table_data" tag found in the 
input 
function createInsertStmts 
 replace [program] 
  P [program] 
 % Construct the list of tag names to search for to include "table_data" 
 construct TagArgs [repeat stringlit] 
  "table_data" 
 % Get all the "table_data" tags from the intermediate representation of the database 
 construct TableInserts [program] 
  P [getSpecificTags TagArgs] 
 by 
  TableInserts [makeTableInsertStmts] 
end function 
 
% Function to formulate the SQL "INSERT" statements 
function makeTableInsertStmts 
 replace [program] 
  TableDataElems [program] 
 
 % Get the interesting elements i.e. the "table_data" tags 
 deconstruct TableDataElems 
  AllTableInserts [repeat interesting_element] 
  
 % Create a table insert for each "table_data" tag found 
 construct NewProgram [repeat sqlStatement] 
  _ [createTableInserts each AllTableInserts] 
 by 
  NewProgram 
end function 
 
% Function to transform 
% <table_data name="TableName">  
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%  <row> 
%   <field name="nameOfField1">content1</field> 
%   <field name="nameOfField2">content2</field> 
%  <row> 
% </table_data> 
% into a SQL INSERT statement 
% INSERT INTO TableName (nameOfField1, nameOfField2) VALUES ("content1", 
"content2") 
function createTableInserts TableData [interesting_element] 
 % Deconstruct the argument to get the table name and its fields 
 deconstruct TableData 
  <table_data name= TabName[stringlit] > 
   TableRows [repeat sub_content] 
  </table_data> 
 % Convert TableName from type 'stringlit' to type 'id' 
        construct OptTabName [opt id] 
                _ [parse TabName] 
        deconstruct OptTabName 
                TableName [id]  
 
 construct InsertStatements [repeat sqlStatement] 
  _ [createInsertFor TableName each TableRows] 
 
 replace * [repeat sqlStatement]  
  % Nothing 
 by 
  InsertStatements 
end function 
 
function createInsertFor TableName [id] Row [sub_content] 
 deconstruct Row 
  <row> 
   RowFields [repeat sub_content] 
  </row> 
 
 % Form the ( "attribute1" , "attribute2") part of the INSERT statement 
 construct ListOfAttrs [list tableAttribute] 
  _ [makeAttrList each RowFields] 
 
 % Form the VALUES( "stringlit1" , "stringlit2") part of the INSERT statement 
 construct ListOfValues [list stringlit] 
  _ [makeValuesList each RowFields] 
 
 replace * [repeat sqlStatement]  
  % Nothing 
 by 
  INSERT INTO TableName ( ListOfAttrs ) VALUES ( ListOfValues) ; 
end function 
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% Function to transform  
% <field Field="fieldName"> FieldContent </field>  
% into field part of the SQL "INSERT" statment 
% fieldName,  
function makeAttrList TableField [sub_content] 
 replace [list tableAttribute] 
  PrevOnes [list tableAttribute] 
 deconstruct TableField 
  <field name= Name [stringlit] > FieldContent [content] </field> 
 
 % Convert FieldName from type 'stringlit' to type 'id' 
        construct OptFieldName [opt id] 
                _ [parse Name] 
        deconstruct OptFieldName 
                FieldName [id]  
 
 construct NewTableField [tableAttribute] 
  FieldName 
 by 
  PrevOnes [, NewTableField] 
end function 
 
% Function to transform  
% <field Field="fieldName"> FieldContent </field>  
% into value part of the SQL "INSERT" statment 
% "FieldContent",  
function makeValuesList TableField [sub_content] 
 replace [list stringlit] 
  PrevOnes [list stringlit] 
 deconstruct TableField 
  <field name= Name [stringlit] > Content [content] </field> 
 
 % Convert Content from type 'content' to type 'stringlit' 
        construct FieldContent [stringlit] 
                _ [quote Content] 
 by 
  PrevOnes [, FieldContent] 
end function 
 

 

 


